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Editorial Preface
This is the Second issue of volume fourth of International Journal of
Biometric and Bioinformatics (IJBB). The Journal is published bi-monthly,
with papers being peer reviewed to high international standards. The
International Journal of Biometric and Bioinformatics is not limited to a
specific aspect of Biology but it is devoted to the publication of high quality
papers on all division of Bio in general. IJBB intends to disseminate
knowledge in the various disciplines of the Biometric field from theoretical,
practical and analytical research to physical implications and theoretical or
quantitative discussion intended for academic and industrial progress. In
order to position IJBB as one of the good journal on Bio-sciences, a group of
highly valuable scholars are serving on the editorial board. The International
Editorial Board ensures that significant developments in Biometrics from
around the world are reflected in the Journal. Some important topics covers
by journal are Bio-grid, biomedical image processing (fusion), Computational
structural biology, Molecular sequence analysis, Genetic algorithms etc.
The coverage of the journal includes all new theoretical and experimental
findings in the fields of Biometrics which enhance the knowledge of scientist,
industrials, researchers and all those persons who are coupled with
Bioscience field. IJBB objective is to publish articles that are not only
technically proficient but also contains information and ideas of fresh interest
for International readership. IJBB aims to handle submissions courteously
and promptly. IJBB objectives are to promote and extend the use of all
methods in the principal disciplines of Bioscience.

IJBB editors understand that how much it is important for authors and
researchers to have their work published with a minimum delay after
submission of their papers. They also strongly believe that the direct
communication between the editors and authors are important for the
welfare, quality and wellbeing of the Journal and its readers. Therefore, all
activities from paper submission to paper publication are controlled through
electronic systems that include electronic submission, editorial panel and
review system that ensures rapid decision with least delays in the publication
processes.
To build its international reputation, we are disseminating the publication
information through Google Books, Google Scholar, Directory of Open Access
Journals (DOAJ), Open J Gate, ScientificCommons, Docstoc and many more.
Our International Editors are working on establishing ISI listing and a good
impact factor for IJBB. We would like to remind you that the success of our
journal depends directly on the number of quality articles submitted for
review. Accordingly, we would like to request your participation by
submitting quality manuscripts for review and encouraging your colleagues to
submit quality manuscripts for review. One of the great benefits we can

provide to our prospective authors is the mentoring nature of our review
process. IJBB provides authors with high quality, helpful reviews that are
shaped to assist authors in improving their manuscripts.
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Abstract

Genes controlling a certain trait of organism is known as quantitative trait loci
(QTL). The standard Interval mapping [8] is a popular way to scan the whole
genome for the evidence of QTLs. It searches a QTL within each interval
between two adjacent markers by performing likelihood ratio test (LRT).
However, the standard Interval mapping (SIM) approach is not robust against
outliers. An attempt is made to robustify SIM for QTL analysis by maximizing βlikelihood function using the EM like algorithm. We investigate the robustness
performance of the proposed method in a comparison of SIM algorithm using
synthetic datasets. Experimental results show that the proposed method
significantly improves the performance over the SIM approach for QTL mapping
in presence of outliers; otherwise, it keeps equal performance.
Keywords: Quantitative trait loci (QTL), Gaussian mixture distribution, Likelihood ratio test (LRT),
Method of maximum likelihood, Method of maximum β -likelihood and Robustness.

1. INTRODUCTION
The basic methodology for mapping QTLs involves arranging a cross between two inbred strains
differing substantially in a quantitative trait: segregating progeny are scored both for the trait and
for a number of genetic markers. A cross between two parental inbred lines A and B is performed
to produce an F1 population. The F1 progeny are all heterozygote’s with the same genotype [4].
Typically, the segregating progeny are produced by a backcross B1 = F1×parent or an intercross
F2 = F1 × F1.

Let ( A , σ 2A ), ( B , σ B2 ), ( F1 , σ F2 1 ) and (  F 2 , σ F2 2 )
denote the set of mean and variance of a phenotype in the A, B, F1 and F2 population,
respectively. Let µB - µA > 0 denote the phenotypic difference between the strains. The cross will
be analyzed under the classical assumption that the phenotypic variations are influenced by the
effects of both genetic and non-genetic (environmental) factors. In particular, we assume
complete codominance and no epistasis. These implies that

F11  12 ( A  B ), F1  13 ( A  F1  B ) and σ 2A  σ B2  σF2 1  σ F2 2.
The variance within the A, B and F1 populations equal the environmental variance, σ2E among
genetically identical individuals, while the variance within the F2 progeny also includes genetic
variance, σ2G = σ2F2 - σ2E. Frequently, phenotypic measurements must be mathematically
transformed so that parental phenotypes are approximately normally distributed.
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Figure-1: Phenotype distribution. Schematic
drawing of phenotype distributions in the A and B
parental, F1 hybrid and F2 intercross populations.

With the rapid advances in molecular biology, it has become possible to gain fine-scale genetic
maps for various organisms by determining the genomic positions of a number of genetic markers
(RFLP, isozymes, RAPDs, AFLP, VNTRs, etc.) and to obtain a complete classification of marker
genotypes by using codominant markers. These advances greatly facilitate the mapping and
analysis of quantitative trait loci(QTLs). Thoday [12] first proposed the idea of using two markers
to bracket a region for testing QTLs. Lander and Botstein [8] implemented a similar, but much
improved, method to use two adjacent markers to test the existence of a QTL in the interval by
performing a likelihood ratio test (LRT) at every position in the interval. This is known as standard
interval mapping (SIM) approach. It is a comparatively popular way to detect a QTL position in a
chromosome [11]. However, It is not robust against outliers [5, 8, 9]. In this project, an attempt is
made to robustify the SIM approach [8] by maximizing β-likelihood function [10] using EM like
algorithm [3].
In section 2, we discuss the genetic model and its extension to statistical SIM model.
Section 3 introduce the robustification of SIM approach for QTL analysis. We demonstrate the
performance of the proposed method using simulated datasets in section 4 and make a
conclusion of our study in section 5.

2. GENETIC MODEL FOR SIM APPROACH
Let us consider a putative QTL locus Q of two alleles Q and q with allelic frequencies p and (1-p),
respectively. Define an indicator variable for alleles by

1 for Q
u
0 for q
and

1  p for Q
v  u  E(u)  u  p  
  p for q,
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where v is a standardized indicator variable with mean zero. Then the genetic-effect design
variables for two alleles are defined as

 2(1  p) for QQ

x  v1  v2  1  2 p for Qq
 2 p
for qq


and
 2(1  p)2 for QQ

x  2v1v2   2 p(1  p) for Qq
  2 p2
for qq,

where v 1 and v 2 are for the two alleles in an individual. Then the genetic model for a QTL in the
F2 population is defined as

G    ax *  dz * ,
(1)
where a and d are additive and dominance effects of QTL, and x*=x and z*=z are the geneticeffect design variables with p=1/2. Therefore, in matrix notation, the genetic model for a QTL in
the F2 population can be written as
1
G2  1





G  G1   1    0
 1
G0  1


1 
2
a
1  
2  
d
1   
2

 131   DE.

It was proposed to model the relation between a genotypic value G and the genetic parameters µ,
a and d. Here G2, G1 and G0 are the genotypic values of genotypes QQ, Qq and qq. We call D the
genetic design matrix. The first and second columns of D, denoted by D1 and D2, represent the
status of the additive and dominance parameters of the three different genotypes.
Let loci M, with allels M and m, and N with alleles N and n, denote two flanking markers for an
interval where a putative QTL is being tested. Let the unobserved QTL locus Q with alleles Q and
q be located in the interval flanked by markers M and N. The distribution of unobserved QTL
genotypes can be inferred from the observed flanking marker genotypes according to the
recombination frequencies between them. To infer the distribution of QTL genotype, we assume
Table 1: Conditional Probabilities of a putative QTL genotype given the flanking
marker genotypes for an F2 population.
Marker genotypes
Expected
QTL genotypes
frequency
QQ(pj1) Qq(pj2)
qq(pj3)
2
MN/MN
(1-r) /4
1
0
0
MN/Mn
r(1-r)/2
1-p
p
0
Mn/Mn
r2/4
(1-p)2
2p(1-p)
p2
MN/mN
r(1-r)/2
p
1-p
0
MN/mn (or mN/Mn)
(1-r)2/2+ r2/2
cp(1-p)
1-2cp(1-p) cp(1-p)
Mn/mn
r(1-r)/2
0
1-p
p
2
2
2
mN/mN
r /4
p
2p(1-p)
(1-p)
mN/mn
r(1-r)/2
0
p
1-p
mn/mn
(1-r)2/4
0
0
1
p=rMQ/rMN, where rMQ is the recombination fraction between the left marker M and
the putative QTL and rMN is the recombination fraction between two flanking
markers M and N. c=r2MN/[r2MN+(1-rMN)2]. The possibility of a double recombination
event in the interval is ignored.
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that there is no crossover interference and also that double recombination events within the
interval are very rare and can be ignored to simplify the analysis. The conditional probabilities of
the QTL genotypes given marker genotypes are given in Table 1 for the F2 population. We
extract the conditional probabilities from this table to form a matrix Q for F2 population.
2.1

Statistical Model for SIM Approach

Let us assume no epistasis between QTLs, no interference in crossing over, and only one QTL in
the testing interval. A statistical model for SIM approach based on the genetic model (1) for
testing a QTL in a marker interval is defined as

y j    ax*j  dz*j  e*j ,

(2)

where

(x*j ,

z*j )

 (1, - 1/2) for QQ

  (0, 1/2) for Qq
(1, - 1/2) for qq,


yj is the phenotypic value of the jth individual, µ is the general mean effect; and єj is a random
error. We assume єj ~ N(0, σ2). To investigate the existence of a QTL at a given position in a
marker interval, we want to test the following statistical hypothesis.
Null Hypothesis, H0 : a=0 and d=0 (i.e. there is no QTL at a given position).
Alternative Hypothesis, H1 : H0 is not true (i.e. there is a QTL at a given position).
2.2

SIM Approach by Maximizing Likelihood Function

In the SIM model (2), each phenotypic observation (yj) is assumed to follow a mixture of three
possible Gaussian densities with different means and mixing proportion, since observation yj's are
influenced by three QTL genotypes QQ, Qq and qq. Therefore, the density of each phenotypic
observation (yj) is defined as
3

f (y j | θ) 

p
i 1

 y j  µ ji  ,
 σ 

ji  

(3)

where θ=(µ,p,a,d,σ2), Ø is a standard normal probability density function, µj1=µ+a-d/2, µj2 = µ + d/2
and µj3 = µ - a - d/2. The mixing proportions pji's which are functions of the QTL position
parameter p, are conditional probabilities of QTL genotypes given marker genotypes. For n
individuals, the likelihood function for θ=(µ, p,a,d,σ2) is given by
n

L ( | Y ) 



f (y j |  ) .

(4)

j 1

To test H0 against H1, the likelihood ratio test (LRT) statistic is defined as
sup
L( |Y )
LRT   2 log  sup 0 L( |Y ) 



 2[log sup  L(  | Y ) - log sup

0

L(  | Y )],
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where θ0 and θ are the restricted and unrestricted parameter spaces. The threshold value to
reject the null hypothesis can't be simply chosen from a chi-square distribution because of the
violation of regularity conditions of asymptotic theory under H0. The number and size of intervals
should be considered in determining the threshold value since multiple tests are performed in
mapping. The hypothesis are usually tested at every position of an interval and for all intervals of
the genome to produce a continuous LRT statistic profile. At every position, the position
2
parameter p is predetermined and only a, d, µ and σ are involved in estimation and testing. If the
tests are significant in a chromosome region, the position with the largest LRT statistic is inferred
as the estimate of the QTL position p, and the MLEs at this position are the estimates of a, d, µ
2
and σ obtained by EM algorithm treating the normal mixture model as an incomplete-data
problem [8]. Note that EM algorithm has been also used to obtain MLEs in several studies of QTL
mapping analysis [6, 7].

3. ROBUSTIFICATION OF SIM APPROACH BY MAXIMIZING β-LIKELIHOOD
FUNCTION
2

The β-likelihood function for θ = (µ, p, a, d, σ ) as defined in equation (3) is given by

L  ( | Y ) 

1 
1

  nl  ( )


n

 f ( y j |  ) 
j 1


 1 ,



(6)

where

l  ( ) 

  f ( y |  ) dy 


 /(1   )

.

Note that maximization of β-likelihood function is equivalent to the minimization of β-divergence
for estimating θ [10]. The β-likelihood function reduces to the log-likelihood function for β0. In
this paper, our proposal is to use the β-LOD score for the evidence of a QTL in a marker interval
from the robustness point of view. It is defined by

LOD   2 n[ sup  L  ( | Y ) - sup  0 L  ( | Y )],

(7)

where θ0 and θ are the restricted and unrestricted parameter spaces as before. For β0, the
LODβ reduces to the likelihood ratio test (LRT) criterion as defined in equation. The threshold
value to reject the null hypothesis H0 can be computed by permutation test following the work of
Churchill and Doerge [2]. At every position, the position parameter p is predetermined and only a,
d, µ and σ2 are involved in estimation and testing as before. If the tests are significant in a
chromosome region, the position with the largest LODβ is inferred as the estimate of the QTL
position p, and the β-estimators at this position are the estimates of a, d, µ and σ2 obtained by EM
algorithm treating the normal mixture model as an incomplete-data problem.
3.1 Maximization of β-Likelihood Function Using EM Algorithm
The EM algorithm can be used for obtaining the maximum β-likelihood estimators of a, d, µ
and σ2 treating the normal mixture model as an incomplete-data density. Let



*
*
(x j , z j )  



p j1 if x *j  1, z *j   12
p j2 if x *j  0 , z *j 

1
2

p j3 if x *j   1, z *j   12
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be the distribution of QTL genotype specified by xj* and zj*. Let us treat the unobserved QTL
genotypes (xj* and zj*) as missing data, denoted by yj(mis), and the trait yj as observed data,
denoted by yj(obs). Then, the combination of yj(mis) and yj(obs) is the complete data, denoted by yj(com).
The conditional distribution of observed data, given missing data, is considered as an
2
independent sample from a population such that yj|(θ,xj*,zj*)~N(µ+axj*+dzj, σ )
The complete-data density model in this problem is regarded as a two-stage hierarchical model.
First the values of random variables (xj*, zj*) are sampled by a trinomial experiment to decide QTL
genotype, and then a normal variate for that genotype is generated. The values of random
variables (xj*, zj*) of individual j are (1, -1/2), (0, 1/2) or (-1, -1/2) for QTL genotype QQ, Qq, or qq
with probability pj1, pj2 or pj3, respectively. Thus the complete-data density function
is given by

 ( y j ( com )

|  )   p j1 



y j  µ j1
σ

 



 12 ( x *j 1)( z *j  12 )

1

  p j 3 



y j  µ j3
σ

  2



  p j 2  



( x *j 1)( z *j  12 )

 



y j µ j2
σ

( x *j 1)( z *j  12 )

.

(8)

At a given position, p is determined. The EM algorithm is used for obtaining the maximum βlikelihood estimators of a, d, µ and σ2 for the complete-data density. The iteration of the (t+1) EMstep is as follows:
E-step: The conditional expected complete-data β-likelihood with respect to the conditional
distribution of Ymis given Yobs and the current estimated parameter value θ(t) is given by

Q  ( |  (t) ) 

L



(  | Y com ) h ( Y mis | Y obs ,    ( t ) ) dY mis

1
n b  ()



n

3


j 1 i  1

 p  
 ji



y j  µ ji
σ



    ( t ) 
ji


1


,

(9)

where

b ( )  (1   )   / 2(1  ) ( 2 2 )  

2

/ 2 (1  )

and

 ji 

p ji 


y j  µ ji

3

 p ji 

σ





y j  µ ji
σ

i 1





which is the posterior probability of j-th individual given the i-th QTL genotype, i=1, 2 and 3 for
QTL genotypes QQ, Qq and qq, respectively.
(t+1)

M-step: Find θ
to maximize the conditional expected β-likelihood by taking the derivatives of
(t)
Qβ(θ| θ ) with respect to each parameter. The solutions of parameters in closed form are as
follows.

 



( t  1)

 1 Tn Y # ( 

a

( t  1)



(Y  1n 

(t)
 13

( t  1)

)  

)T 

(t)
(t)
 DE

1

T
n

(t)
T
(t)
 D1  1n  
1 Tn  ( t ) ( D 1 # D 1 )





1
(t)
,
 13

(D 1 # D

2

)d (t)
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d

( t  1)



(Y  1n 

( t  1)

)T 

(t)
T
 D 2  1n
1 Tn  ( t ) ( D 2 #



(t)


D

2

(D 1 # D

2

)a

( t  1)

)

(12)

and





 2 ( t 1)  (1   )[(Y  1n  ( t 1) ) T (Y  1n  (t 1) )# (  1 3 )  2 (Y  1n  ( t 1) ) T  (t ) DE (t 1)
T

- E (t 1) V ( t ) E ( t 1) ][1nT  (t ) 1 3 ] 1 ,

(13)

where

1T  ( D # D ) 1Tn   ( D1 # D 2 ) 
V   Tn  1 1

T
1 n   ( D 2 # D1 ) 1 n   ( D2 # D 2 ) 
which is a symmetric matrix. Here # denotes Hadamards product, which is the element-byelement product of corresponding elements of two same-order matrices and






  exp   12 
 
 

y j  µ ji
σ




   

ji 
  

n3
2 

which is called the matrix of β-weighted posterior probabilities. For β=0, the matrix Πβ reduces to
the matrix of standard posterior probabilities. It should be noted here that each element of nvector 1n is 1. The E and M steps are iterated until a convergent criterion is satisfied. The
converged values of a, d, µ and σ2 are the values of minimum β-divergence estimators. Note that
minimum β-divergence estimators (10-13) with β=0 reduce to maximum likelihood estimators
(MLE) of SIM for QTL analysis.
Under null hypothesis Ho: a=0, d=0, the minimum β-divergence estimators for the parameters µ
and σ2 are obtained iteratively as follows

 ( t 1)  [ YW ( t ) ][1 nT W( t ) ] 1

(14)

and

 2 ( t 1)  (1  )( Y  1n  ( t 1) ) T [(Y  1 n  ( t 1) )# W( t ) )][1nT W( t ) ] 1 ,

(15)

where



W  exp 




2




yj µ
σ

2
 

 
n 1

which is called the β-weight vector.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
To illustrate the performance of the proposed method in a comparison of SIM approach [8] for
QTL analysis, we consider F2 intercross population for simulation study. In this study, we assume
only one QTL on a chromosome with 10 equally spaced markers, where any two successive
marker interval size is 5 cM . Marker positions and their genotypes are generated using R/qtl
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software [1], homepage: http://www.rqtl.org/). The successive marker interval size 5 is considered.
The QTL position is located by the 5th marker of chromosome-10. The true values for the
parameters in the SIM model are assumed as a=0.4, d=0.8, µ=0.05 and σ2=1. We randomly
2
generated 250 trait values with heritability h =0.2 using the SIM model (2). A trait with heritability
2
h =0.2 means that 20% of the trait variation is controlled by QTL and the remaining 80% is
subject to the environmental effects (random error).

Outliers Not Exist

Outliers Exist

Figure-2: Simulation results based on two successive marker interval size 5 cM. (a-b)
Simulated phenotypic observations in absence and presence of outliers, respectively.
(c-d) LOD scores by the SIM approach in absence and presence of 15% outliers,
respectively. (e-f) LOD scores by the proposed robustified SIM approach in absence and
presence of 15% outliers, respectively.
Figure 2(a) represent the scatter plot of a sample of 250 trait values and a covariate. To
investigate the robustness of the proposed method in a comparison of the SIM method for QTL
mapping, we replaced 15% trait values randomly in each replication of the previous example by
outliers (+) so that data contamination rate is 15% in each replication. Figures 2(b) represent the
scatter plot of a sample of 250 trait values in presence of outliers.
To determine the QTL position, we compute LOD scores by both the SIM and the proposed
robust SIM method. It should be noted here that the name 'LOD scores' is used for convenience
of presentation instead of both LRT scores of SIM method and the β-LOD scores of the proposed
method. According to the theoretical settings, the largest LOD score should be occurred with the
true QTL positions in the entire genome. We computed LOD scores by both SIM and robust SIM
approaches. Figures 2(c) and 2(e) represents the LOD scores at every 2 cM position in the
chromosomes in absence of outliers by SIM and the proposed method, respectively. Similarly,
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figures 2(d) and 2(f) represents the LOD scores at every 2 cM position in the chromosomes in
presence of outliers by SIM and the proposed method, respectively. It is seen that the highest
and significant LOD score peak occurs with the true QTL position in the chromosome 10 by both
methods in absence of outliers, while in presence of phenotypic outliers, highest and significant
LOD score peak occurs with the true QTL position by the proposed method only. Therefore,
performance of both methods is almost same and good in absence of outliers, while the
performance of the proposed method is better than the SIM approach in presence of outliers.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the robustification of the SIM algorithm for QTL mapping by
maximizing β-likelihood function using EM like algorithm. The β-likelihood function
reduces to the log-likelihood function for β0. The proposed robust SIM algorithm with
the tuning parameter β=0 reduces to the traditional SIM algorithm. The value of the
tuning parameter β has a key role on the performance of the proposed method for QTL
mapping. An appropriate value for the tuning parameter can be selected by crossvalidation [10]. However, one can choose β Є (0.1, 0.5), heuristically. Simulation results
show that the robustified SIM algorithm with β>0 significantly improves the performance
over the SIM approach in presence of phenotypic outliers. It keeps equal performance
otherwise.
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Abstract

An FFT-based algorithm for Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) patient identification
using R-R interval (RRI) data is investigated. The identification is done on the
whole record as OSA patient or non-patient (normal). The power spectral density
of the three main bands of the RRI data is computed and then three identification
factors are calculated from their ratios. The first identification factor is the ratio of
the PSD of the low-frequency (LF) band to that of the high-frequency (HF) band.
The second identification factor is the ratio of the PSD of the very low-frequency
(VLF) band to that of the low-frequency (LF) band, while the third identification
factor is the ratio of the PSD of the very low-frequency (VF) band to that of the
high-frequency (HF) band. The RRI data used in this work were drawn from MIT
database. The three identification factors are tested on MIT trial data. The best
factor, which is the (VLF/LF) PSD ratio, is then tested on MIT test data and to
evaluate the performance of the identification. The efficiency of identification
approaches 87%. The method is then improved by applying FFT on short records
and averaging the results to get an efficiency of 93%. Another improvement was
done by zero-padding the short records to double its size and then averaging the
results to get an efficiency of 93%. This efficiency is compared with a previous
work on the same purpose using wavelets which resulted in 90% accuracy.
Keywords: Obstructive Sleep Apnea, Non-Invasive Diagnosis, Identification, Spectral Analysis, FFT,
Wavelets

1. INTRODUCTION
Sleep apnea is a common sleep disorder that is defined as a complete or partial cessation of
breathing during sleep [1].
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is the common form of apnea that occurs when the upper airway
is completely or partially obstructed due to the relaxation of dilating muscles. Hypoapnea occurs
when the airway is partially collapsed and causes 50% reduction of air accompanied by oxygen
desaturation of 4% or greater [2]. The severity of apnea is measured by a commonly used
standard such as the apnea/hypoapnea index (AHI), which is the number of apnea and
hypoapnea events per hour [1]. Most clinicians regard an apnea index below 5 as normal, and an
apnea index of 10 or more as pathologic.
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In the general population, the greatest challenge for primary care providers lies in determining
which patients with some symptoms such as snoring warrant further evaluation, as most patients
with OSA snore, but most snorers do not have OSA [3]. In developed countries the cost of
investigating these symptoms has increased considerably during the last decade as the only
reliable method for the diagnosis of OSA until now is overnight sleep studies (Polysomnography)
[4], which is a cumbersome, time consuming and expensive procedure requiring specially trained
polysomnographers and needs recording of EEG, EOG, EMG, ECG, nasal air respiratory effort
and oxygen saturation [1].
Therefore, it is of a great importance and interest to have automatic screening algorithms on a
single-lead ECG signals. This will reduce the pressure on sleep laboratories and make it possible
to diagnose sleep apnea inexpensively from ECG recordings acquired in the patient's home.
Heart rate variability (HRV) is referred to as the beat-to-beat variation in heart rate. Instantaneous
heart rate is measured as the time in seconds between peaks of two consecutive R waves of the
ECG signal. This time is referred to as the RRI. The variation of heart rate accompanies the
variation of several physiological activities such as breathing, thermoregulation and blood
pressure changes [5]. HRV is a result of continuous alteration of the autonomic neural regulation
of the heart i.e. the variation of the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic neural
activity. The increase of sympathetic tone or decrease of parasympathetic activity will increase
heart rate [5]. Theoretically, in OSA the cessation of breathing will cause the respiration center in
the brain to activate its autonomic components (sympathetic and parasympathetic) which send
feed back impulses to the heart to compensate for the lack of O2 and low blood pressure. This
interaction between the heart and the brain is reflected into the beat-to-beat variation of heart
rate. Therefore the analysis of HRV in time-domain or in frequency-domain should somehow
reveal the variations in breathing.
Frequency-domain analysis approaches use one of the signal transformations such as FFT,
STFT, wavelet transform to estimate the power spectral density of the RRI data. The frequency
spectrum of the RRI data is divided into three main bands:




The very low-frequency band (VLF): f  (0.0033 – 0.04) Hz.
The low-frequency band (LF): f  (0.04 – 0.15) Hz.
The high-frequency band (HF): f  (0.15 – 0.4) Hz.

The LF component reflects the sympathetic tone in heart regulation, while the HF component
reflects the parasympathetic tone and is also related to the frequency of respiration [6]. The ratio
LF/HF describes the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic neural activity. However
the physiological background of the VLF component is not well unknown but is proposed to be
associated with thermoregulation, vasomotor activity, or the rennin-angiotensin system [7].
The LF/HF ratio has been used by some researchers to represent the sympathetic modulation of
the heart rate, however this interpretation is not universally accepted. A major limitation of
applying the HF component is that it is highly sensitive to differences in ventilation and breathing
pattern within and across individuals [8].
In OSA patients, the respiratory modulation of heart rate is not confined to within-breath changes
but also takes the form of large cyclical variations that correlate with the episodic apneas. These
oscillations generally fall into the VLF band (between 0.01 and 0.04 Hz) [9].
The FFT is used as identification tool of OSA within an efficiency of 87% using the (VLF/LF) PSD
ratio as an identification factor on whole records of MIT data [10]. In this work, this technique is
improved by applying it on short records and averaging the results for final accuracy. Another
improvement is also done by zero-padding the short records and applying the FFT on longer
records and averaging for finding the final accuracy.
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2.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Data Description
The ECG data used in this work were taken from the MIT data base [11]. The data contain 30 trial
records and 30 test records. These data sets are single channel ECGs that were extracted from
polysomnographic recordings with a sampling rate of 100 Hz for an average duration of 8 hours.
The sleep recordings originated from 32 subjects (25 men and 7 women) between 27 and 63
years of age, with weight between 53 and 135 kg. Recordings from 17 of the 32 subjects were
represented in the trial set and in the test set; eight subjects were only in the test set, and the
remaining seven subjects were only in the trail set. The duration of the recordings varied between
401 and 578 min (average: 492, standard deviation: 32 min).
A total of 40 OSA records and 20 normal records were used in this study. MIT-trial records were
used to setup the screen algorithm, which is then applied to the MIT-test records. The ECG data
sets are listed in Table 1.

Data

OSA Records

MIT Trial
MIT Test

20
20

Normal
Records
10
10

TABLE 1. ECG Data Sets

2.2. Pre-Processing of Data
2.2.1 QRS Detection
The accuracy of the identification algorithm depends primarily on the accuracy of the (QRS)
detection (R peak detector) that is used to obtain the RRI signal from the raw ECG data. The
QRS detection and beat classification (normal or not) is accomplished by the single-lead
threshold based ECG wave boundaries detector "Ecgpuwave", which is available on the
physionet website [12]. The raw RRI data used in this work are the Normal-to-Normal (NN)
intervals obtained directly from the QRS detector without any smoothing and filtering steps;
therefore it could contain false intervals, missed and/or ectopic beats.

2.2.2 Outliers Removing and Resampling
The simple approach that is used to exclude false RRI is to bound the RRI with lower and upper
limits of 0.4 and 2 seconds respectively [9]. Therefore all RRI samples beyond these limits are
excluded. Further removal of outliers is achieved by using of a sliding 41-points moving average
filter (MAF) as follows: A local mean is computed for every 41 consecutive RRI excluding the
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central interval. The output of the MAF is used as a reference measure to reject or accept the
central RRI. If the central RRI is within 20% of the computed local mean, then it is qualified as
true RRI otherwise it is an outlier and excluded from the RRI data. Re-sampling at 1 Hz and
estimation of missed value are intended to generate equally spaced RRI [13].

3.

IMPLENTATION AND RESULTS

3.1 Evaluation Measures
A classifier is a parameter or a variable, with a suitable optimal threshold, that is used in a
classification algorithm. In this study, only binary classification is considered, e.g. classification
between two different cases, positive (OSA) and negative cases (normal). The performance of a
classifier is evaluated by three main metrics: Specificity, Sensitivity and Accuracy as follows [14]:
Specificity =TN/ (TN + FP) *100

(1)

Sensitivity =TP/ (TP + FN) *100

(2)

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/TP+FP+TN+FN)*100

(3)

Where the entities in the above equation are defined in confusion matrix shown in Table 2, and T
is the total number of data under test.

Predicted Classa
Actual
Positive (P)
Negative (N)
Classa
Positive (P)
TP
FN
Negative (N)
FP
TN
a
Postive = OSA, Negative = Normal, T=True, F=False
TABLE 2. The Confusion Matrix

Sensitivity represents the ability of a classifier to detect the positive cases, i.e. OSA cases.
Specificity indicates the ability of a classifier to detect negative cases, e.g. normal cases.
Accuracy represents the overall performance of a classifier. It indicates the percentage of
correctly classified positive and negative cases from the total number of cases.

3.1 FFT Results on long records
The FFT is applied on the whole record of each subject in the trial data. The PSD of the three
main bands is found by summing the corresponding FFT results for the different bands. The PSD
of the VLF band is taken from 0 to 0.03 Hz, while the PSD of the LF band and the HF band is
selected as (0.03 to 0.15 Hz) and (0.15 to 0.4 Hz) respectively. The three identification factors are
computed then from the calculated PSD values.
Figures (1-3) show the result of the 3 identification factors on MIT-trial data. The results of
identification are shown on Table 3. The metrics used in Table 3 are the sensitivity [14] (accuracy
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of identification of apnea cases), and the specificity [14] (accuracy of identification of normal
cases) and the efficiency (accuracy of identification of all cases). It is to be concluded from Table
1 that the VLF/LF identification factor is better than the other two factors. The same algorithm is
applied using the VLF/LF identification factor with the same threshold on the MIT-test data and
results in 16/20 sensitivity and 10/10 specificity and total accuracy of 26/30. Fig.4 shows these
results.

FIGURE 1: (LF/HF) PSD Ratio of OSA and Normal Subject of MIT-Trial Data using FFT on Long Record

FIGURE 2: (VLF/LF) PSD Ratio of OSA and Normal Subject of MIT-Trial Data using FFT on Long Record
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FIGURE 3: (VLF/HF) PSD Ratio of OSA and Normal Subject of MIT-Trial Data using FFT on Long Record

FIGURE 4: (VLF/LF) PSD Ratio of OSA and Normal Subject of MIT-test Data using FFT on Long Record

Identification factor
LF/HF
VLF/LF
VLF/HF

Specificity

Sensitivity

Accuracy

Threshold

9/10
7/10
7/10

12/20
18/20
11/20

21/30
25/30
18/30

0.666
0.756
0.61

TABLE 3: Different Results on MIT-Trial Data
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3.2 Wavelet Results
A soft decision algorithm for approximate power spectral density estimation for Obstructive Sleep
Apnea (OSA) patient classification using R-R interval (RRI) data is investigated in [15]. This
algorithm is based on fast and approximate estimation of the entropy (simply logarithmic value of
PSD) of the wavelet-decomposed bands of the RRI data. The classification is done on the whole
record as OSA patient or non-patient (normal). This technique classifies correctly 28/30 of MITtest data using Haar wavelet filters [15]. In order to compare the FFT results with wavelet results,
the wavelet results are listed in Figures 5 and 6 for both trial and test data. See Table 4 for brief
results.

Data
MIT-Trial
MIT-Test

Specificity
7/10
8/10

Sensitivity
20/20
20/20

Accuracy
27/30
28/30

TABLE 4: Different Results using Wavalets

FIGURE 5: (VLF/LF) PSD Ratio of OSA and Normal Subject of MIT-Trial Data using Wavelets
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FIGURE 6: (VLF/LF) PSD Ratio of OSA and Normal Subject of MIT-Test Data using Wavelets

3.3 FFT Short Recording
To enhance the results of FFT spectral analysis the whole record length of RRI data is divided
into short records. The FFT is implemented on each short record and PSD ratio of the VLF band
to that of the LF band is computed for each short record. The PSD of the whole record is then
computed by averaging the results of the short records. Results on MIT trial data and MIT test
data are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively for a short record of length 128. Table 5 shows
the MIT-test results using different lengths of short records.

FIGURE 7: (VLF’LF) PSD Ratio of OSA and Normal Subject of MIT-Trial Data using FFT Short Records
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FIGURE 8: (VLF/LF) PSD Ratio of OSA and Normal Subject of MIT-Test Data using FFT Short Records

length of FFT
2048
1024
512
256
128

Specificity
6/10
7/10
8/10
8/10
9/10

Sensitivity
19/20
19/20
19/20
19/20
19/20

Accuracy
25/30
26/30
27/30
27/30
28/30

TABLE 5: Different Results of MIT-Test Data using FFT Short Records

3.4 FFT Short Recording with Zero-Padding
To increase the resolution of any spectral analysis an idea of zero-padding the signal to increase
its length can be applied. We improve the results of our FFT spectral identification by adding
zeros at the end of the short records to double its length and then the FFT algorithm is applied.
The identification factor is found for each zero-padded short record and an average value is
obtained then for the whole record. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the results of MIT trail and MIT test
data respectively by using a short record with 128 samples which is zero-padded with another
128 zeros. Table 6 lists the results of this improvement using different lengths.
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FIGURE 9: (VLF/LF) PSD Ratio of OSA and Normal Subject of MIT-Trial Data using FFT Short
Records with Zero-Padding

FIGURE 10: (VLF/LF) PSD Ratio of OSA and Normal Subject of MIT-Test Data using FFT Short
Records with Zero-Padding
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length of FFT+ Zeros
Padded
1024 + 1024
512 + 512
256 + 256
128 + 128

Specificity

Sensitivity

Accuracy

6/10
8/10
8/10
8/10

20/20
19/20
20/20
20/20

26/30
27/30
28/30
28/30

TABLE 6: Different Results on MIT-Test Data using FFT Short Records with Zero-Padding

4.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A summary of results of all methods used in this work are listed in Table 7 for better comparison.
Method
Wavelet
FFT Long Recording
FFT Short Recording
FFT Short Recording + Zero
Padding

Specificity
8/10
8/10
8/10

Sensitivity
20/20
19/20
20/20

Accuracy
28/30 = 93%
26/30 = 87%
28/30 = 93%

8/10

20/20

28/30 =93%

TABLE 7: Different results on MIT-Test Data using different techniques

The FFT has been implemented in this work as an identification tool in diagnosing of obstructive
sleep apnea. The data used is a raw RRI data after simple preprocessing step. The original data
has been taken from MIT databases. The FFT spectral analysis of the three main frequency
bands (VLF, LF, and HF) and their ratios has been computed for the MIT trail data. The VLF/LF
PSD ratio was found as a best identification factor. This identification factor has been tested then
on MIT-test data and resulted in almost 87% identification accuracy. The improvement of the
technique by using short records raises the identification accuracy up to 93%. The same
improvement is obtained by zero-padding the short records and applying FFTs on double length
records. The identification accuracy of FFT approaches that accuracy obtained using softdecision wavelet approach.
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Abstract

Nanomaterials are becoming more commonly used in everyday life, where
human beings are becoming exposed to such materials. However, the toxicity of
the materials being introduced in our environment is not fully studied. We are
currently working on a pilot project to develop computation models that can
predict the toxicity of nanomaterials on cell types based on empirical data
obtained through monoculture experiments and co-culture experiments. Our
hypothesis is that computational approach can be utilized to predict the toxicity
and model the intercellular interactions in co-culture studies. The uniqueness of
this approach is that we propose to employ computational methods to predict the
outcome of co-culture experiments and test the validity of the predictions with
cellular biology assays results from co-culture experiments. Human skin cell
types such as keratinocytes, melanocytes and dendritic cell lines will be used to
mimic the cellular elements of the epidermis. Cytoxicity, genotoxicity and lipid
peroxidation assays will be used to measure cytoplasmic, DNA, and lipid
membrane damage respectively. The expected results are that the computational
approach will use the results from monoculture experiments to generate a
preliminary model that will predict the outcome of co-culture experiments. The
preliminary model will be further trained using the co-culture experiments
conducted to validate the predicted results.
Keywords: Computational Modeling, Toxicity, Nanomaterials, Human Epidermal Cells, Co-culture

1. INTRODUCTION
During the manufacturing process of nanomaterials, several metals (e.g. Iron) are being used as
catalysts. Recent studies (e.g. [1]) have shown that if these metals are not completely purged
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from the nanomaterials, exposure of human beings to nanomaterials could be toxic to the human
skin. Thus, safety is a major concern in the use of nanomaterials. Our research aims at studying
and modeling the toxicity of nanomaterials on the cells constituting the epidermal layer of human
skin. This study specifically focuses on the following three cells that are part of the epidermis: (i)
Keratinocytes (abbreviated as ‘K’ cells) – epithelial cells constituting a major portion of the basal
layer of the epidermis and act as a barrier between the body and environment; (ii) Melanocytes
(abbreviated as ‘M’ cells) – cells that produce a pigment called melanin which is responsible for
the color of human skin; and (iii) Dendritic cells (abbreviated as ‘D’ cells) – cells that are
responsible for the generation of microbial antigens as part of the immune system of the skin. We
target to study the following types of toxicity using assays that are available for each of them: (i)
Cytotoxicity (abbreviated as ‘C’ toxic) – affecting the cytoplasm of the cells; (ii) Genotoxicity
(abbreviated as ‘G’ toxic) – affecting the genetic makeup (nucleus) of the cells; (iii) Lipid
Peroxidation (abbreviated as ‘L’ toxic) – affecting the cell membrane, which consists mainly of
lipids.
The three primary objectives of our research project are:
1. Conduct experiments on various monoculture cell lines of the epidermal layer of the skin
2. Build a computational model using results from monoculture experiments
3. Validate and train the predictability of computational models using data from co-culture
experiments

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Nanomaterials have been earlier used in studies involving keratinocytes [2], melanocytes [3] and
dendritic cells [4]. It has been also reported that titanium dioxide (TiO2)-based nanomaterials
when exposed directly to in-vitro cell cultures, exert significant and cell-type dependent effects on
such cellular functions as viability, proliferation, apoptosis and differentiation [5]. Studies on the
effects of two or more nanomaterials on a particular cell type of skin have been documented [6].
However, co-culture studies involving single nanomaterials on more than one cell type of the skin
have not been conducted. A three-dimensional, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model has
been used to simulate inhaled airflow and to calculate nasal deposition efficiency on the rat nasal
passages [7]. Computational methods have also been used to investigate human H4 neuroglioma
cells exposed to CuO nanomaterials [8].
Very few studies combine computational models with the experimental data related to the effects
of nanomaterials on the skin. Our approach is novel and unique, because it employs
computational models to predict the outcome of a co-culture experiment, and it then tests the
validity of the models using experimental data. The model whose predicted values match closely
with the experimental data will be further trained with more co-culture experimental data.

3. RESEARCH PLAN
Safety issue in nanaomaterials is of primary concern. Skin is the largest organ in the body.
Investigation on the toxicity of nanomaterials on the cellular elements of the skin is of great
importance. There is a need to develop computational models that would predict the toxicity of
nanomaterials on cell culture systems. Individual toxicity of the 3 cell types of the skin including
keratinocytes, melanocytes and dendritic cells have been studied earlier [9]. The novelty of our
research is that it is translational in nature as it will use the experimental data produced in the
laboratory to develop and train computational models that will predict the toxicity of nanomaterials
on the epidermal cells of human skin.
Figure 1 illustrates the flow diagram of our research plan. We will use established human cell
5
lines (1 x10 cells/ml) of keratinocytes (HaCaT), melanocytes (CRL1675), and dendritic cells
(THP-1 + A23187). Cells will be grown in Dulbecco’s Minimum Essential Medium for HaCaT,
RPMI 1640 for THP-1 (dendritic cells), and Vitacell medium for melanocytes (CRL 1675).
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FIGURE 1: Flowchart of our Research Plan

The following three assays will be used to study the toxicities of nanomaterials on monocultured
epidermal cells:
• Cytotoxicity will be assessed using the Lactate Dehydrogenase assay after 72 hrs of
exposure.
• Genotoxicity will be measured through the DNA damage using single cell gel
electrophoresis (Comet assay).
• Membrane toxicity will be evaluated using lipid peroxidation.
The results from the toxicity assays for the three different cell types will be used to generate a
computational model that will predict the outcome of co-culture experiments. We will additionally
use data generated from our labs (Research Center for Minority Institutions, RCMI-funded project
by NIH) on the toxicity of arsenic trioxide on skin keratinocytes. Arsenic trioxide can serve as a
positive control as it is a known carcinogen and an agent that causes changes in keratinocytes
activation and differentiation [10].

4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Nanomaterial Sonification in Different Media
Commercially obtained nanomaterials will be suspended in sterile pyrogen-free phosphate buffer
and probe-sonicated for 5 seconds and then incubated with the reaction mixture in a water bath in
the dark at 37 °C for 15 min. Nanomaterial stock solutions will be prepared and supplemented
with (1, 5 and 10%) FBS containing 1% penicillin and streptomycin in (i) phosphate buffered
saline, (ii) Dulbecco’s Minimum Essential Medium (iii) RPMI 1640, (iv) Vitacell medium and briefly
probe sonicated (15 seconds) [11][12]. Prior to adding the diluted nanomaterials to the cells, the
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medium will be aspirated from each well and the nanomaterials in buffer (250 µL) will be gently
layered over the cell monolayer; the cells will be allowed to take up the particles in buffer for the
period of 10 min, during which the plates will be periodically agitated. After this initial uptake
period, medium with 10% FBS will be added back to each well (total of 1 mL). All incubations will
be at 37 °C, 5% CO2. For the uptake studies, cells will be exposed to the nanomaterials (different
shapes and sizes) for 10 min or 24 h. Uptake will be evaluated via EM (Electron Microscopy) and
ICP-MS (Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry) analyses.
For EM analyses, the culture supernatant will be removed from each well at the end of the
exposure period and glutaraldehyde (2.5%) in Millonig’s buffer will be added. Cells will be fixed in
this buffer for the period 1 h, after which they will be removed from the culture dishes by scraping
and placed in a 15-mL conical tube on its side at 4 °C for 3 more days of fixation. Cells will be
rinsed and then post-fixed in phosphate-buffered 1% OsO4. After more rinsing, the cells will be
trapped in 3% agarose and then cooled so that the material will be cut into 1 mm cubes. These
agarose cubes will be stained with 0.25% uranyl acetate in 50% ethanol, dehydrated and
infiltrated with araldite resin. The epoxy resin blocks will be sectioned (70 nm) onto 200 mesh
grids and the grids will be stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate.
The grids will be examined for electron-dense particles using a Hitachi 7100 transmission
electron microscope; images will be captured digitally. Cell pellets and culture supernatants will
be processed for separate analyses of nanomaterial content via ICP-MS analysis. After the 24-h
exposure period, cell culture supernatants will be removed and placed in Teflon vials. Each well
will be washed 3 times with Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS), adding each wash to the same
vial as the supernatant. The wells will not be acid-washed to remove the nanomaterials that may
have adhered to the well material. The cell pellets will be trypsinzed to remove them from the
culture wells and placed in another Teflon vial. The wells will then be washed 3 times with HBSS,
saving the washes in the same vial as the main pellet. The contents of each vial will be dried
down and dissolved in aqua regia with heating and this process repeated until the nanomaterial
pellet is no longer visible. The dried samples will be re-suspended in 0.5 N HCl/aqua regia and an
aliquot of this solution will be spiked with iridium as an internal standard. Nanomaterial
concentrations will be determined in a magnetic sector high resolution Thermo-Finnigan Element
1 ICP-MS (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). ICP-MS certified standards from Inorganic
Ventures (Lakewood, NJ) will be used for the external standardization.
Electrostatic Potential
We will also determine the zeta potentials (a widely used measure of the electrostatic potential at
the nanomaterial surface double layer) as a feature for each nanomaterial. Nanomaterial sizing
will be determined by dynamic light scattering and zeta potential measurement will be determined
by laser-Doppler electrophoresis.
Cytotoxicity Assay
Briefly, cells will be counted (20,000cells/well) and re-suspended in complete medium. Aliquots of
100µl of cell suspension will be placed in wells of microtiter plates, and 100µL of different
concentrations of nanomaterials (0 to 200µg/mL) will be used to treat the cells. The plates will be
incubated for 24, 48, and 72 hours, respectively. In order to assess cytotoxicity, we will measure
the release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) into the culture supernatant using a kit from SigmaAldrich. The use of THP-1 +A23187 to mimic dendritic cells [13] is due to the fact that dendritic
cells will be found in the surface epithelium along with keratinocytes and melanocytes.
Cell Treatment for Genotoxicity
Cells will be counted (10,000 cells/well) and re-suspended in media with 10% FBS. Aliquots of
100µL of the cell suspension will be placed in 96 well plates, treated with arsenic trioxide
concentrations at doses of LD10 and LD25 determined from the cytotoxicity assay data, and
o

incubated in a 5% CO2 at 37 C for 72 hrs. After incubation, the cells will be centrifuged, washed
with PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline), and re-suspended in 100 µL PBS. In a 2 mL tube, 20 µL
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of the cell suspension and 200 µL of melted agarose will be mixed and 75µL pipetted onto a prewarmed slide. The slides will be placed in a refrigerator at 4° C for 10-20 min and placed in chilled
lysis buffer for 45 min. Slides will be washed twice for 5 min with TBE (Tris-Borate-Edta Buffer)
and electrophoresed in a horizontal gel apparatus at 25V for 10 min. Slides will be placed in 70%
ethanol for 10 min, removed, tapped to remove excess ethanol, and placed in an alkaline solution
containing 99mL H2O, 100µL of 0.1mM Na2EDTA (Ethylene Diamine Tetraacetic Acid) and 1g
NaOH for 45 min. Slides will be air dried for 2.5 hrs, stained and allowed to set 4 hrs. The slides
will be viewed with an Olympus fluorescence microscope and analyzed using LAI’s Comet Assay
Analysis System software (Loates Associates, Inc. Westminster, MD).
Liquid Peroxidation
Supernatants from the culture plates will be removed and frozen immediately and stored at -80°C
until the assay will be started. For assessment of lipid peroxidation products, the supernatant will
be mixed with 20% trichloroacetic acid and 0.67% thiobarbituric acid and then heated for 15 min
in boiling water. The concentration of thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances (TBARS) extracted
with n-butanol will be estimated by absorption at 530 nm. TBARS will be expressed as
malondialdehyde (MDA) amounts, using freshly produced MDA as standard prepared from
1,1,3,3-tetramethoxypropane with HCl [14][15].

5. PREDICTIVE COMPUTATIONAL MODELING
For a given toxicity assay and concentration C-NMi of a nanomaterial NM-i, let %Viability C − NMi
X
be the % Viability brought about by NM-i on a cell type X mono-culture (where X can be a
Keratinocyte – K or Melanocyte – M or Dendritic Cell - D). Let (X/Y)co-culture represent a co-culture
where X is the inactive cell and Y is the active cell. The concentration of cell Y is kept constant
with the exposure of the nanomaterial, while the different values for the concentration of the
5
inactive X cell would be (1, 2, 4, 8, 10)*10 cells/mL. Let nX and nY be the concentrations of the X
and Y cells respectively in a (X/Y)co-culture and

(ratio )X / Y = nX/nY represent

the ratio of the

concentrations of the two cell types X and Y in the (X/Y)co-culture. The % Viability of the (X/Y)co-culture
for a concentration C-NMi of a nanomaterial NM-i represented as %Viability C − NMi is a function
X /Y

of the four variables:
task is to predict

%Viability CX − NMi ,

C − NMi ,
Y

C-NMi, and the

%Viability

%Viability CX −/ YNMi using

(ratio )X / Y . Our

different possible functions of these four variables.

Some of the sample functions (F) that are currently being considered for evaluation are as
follows:

F1:
F2:
F3:

%Viability
%Viability

C − NMi
=
X /Y

C − NMi
X /Y

%Viability CX − NMi

=

F5:

%Viability

C − NMi
=
X /Y

%Viability

C − NMi
=
X /Y



1


 ( C − NMi )*( ratio ) X / Y 

]
]



1

C − NMi  ( C − NMi )*( ratio )

X /Y 
Y

%Viability CX − NMi

[
F4:

[
- [%Viability

%Viability CX −/ YNMi = %Viability CX − NMi + %ViabilityYC − NMi

%ViabilityYC − NMi



1


 ( C − NMi )*( ratio ) X / Y 

]

C − NMi
+
Y

%Viability

C − NMi
Y

%Viability

-

[%Viability



1

C − NMi  ( C − NMi )*( ratio )

X /Y 
X

[%Viability

]



1

C − NMi  ( C − NMi )*( ratio )

X /Y 
X

]
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F6:

%ViabilityYC − NMi

%Viability CX −/ YNMi =

[%Viability



1

C − NMi  ( C − NMi )*( ratio )

X /Y 
X

]

In addition to the above functions, we will also formulate and evaluate several different functions
that will predict the % Viability of a (X/Y)co-culture for a given concentration of the nanomaterial. The
accuracy of the % Viability values predicted by each of these functions will be tested by using the
co-culture experimental data obtained from the laboratory. The function whose predictive value
matches closely with the experimental value will be chosen for further training in order to develop
a more accurate and well-trained 2-dimensional prediction model for a (X/Y)co-culture system. We
will then develop a 3-dimensional working model for an organotypic (X/Y /Z)co-culture system
involving all the three cell types. The formulation and training approach for the 3-diemsnional
working model will be on similar lines as that of the 2-dimensional model.

6. EXPECTED RESULTS
A cell is considered toxic if the viability has reached 50%. For a particular type of toxicity, we
expect different concentrations of nanomaterials to cause 50% viability. In the co-culture
experiments, the varied concentrations of the inactive cells and the released products from the
inactive cells will influence the toxicity of the active cell whose concentration is fixed. The
computational model developed and trained to predict the % Viability of a co-culture system will
capture the intercellular interaction and match closely to the experimental data. Our empirical
models will be useful to predict the behavior of multi-dimensional co-culture systems. Figures 2
and 3 illustrate samples of %viability results expected from mono-culture studies and from coculture modeling and experimental studies respectively.

FIGURE 2: Sample Result from Mono-Culture Studies

FIGURE 3: Sample Result from Co-Culture
Modeling and Experimental Studies

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our research brings together experimental analysis and computational modeling in the context of
the toxicity of nanomaterials on human epidermal cells. The significance of this study is that we
develop two-dimensional computational models that can extract information from empirical data
obtained through monoculture experiments and co-culture experiments. These computational
models can be further trained using more experimental data such that the models will form the
basis for future 3-dimensional organotypic culture studies. These co-culture studies can predict
outcomes that mimic the in vivo paradigm of human skin, which is the largest organ of the body.
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Abstract
Face recognition has been a fast growing, challenging and interesting area in real-time
applications. A large number of face recognition algorithms have been developed from decades.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [2][3] is one of the most successful techniques that has
been used in face recognition. Four criteria for image pixel selection to create feature vector were
analyzed: the first one has all the pixels considered by converting the image into gray plane, the
second one is based on taking row mean in RGB plane of face image, the third one is based on
taking column mean in RGB plane finally, the fourth criterion is based on taking row and column
mean of face image in RGB plane and feature vector were generated to apply PCA technique.
Experimental tests on the ORL Face Database [1] achieved 99.60% of recognition accuracy, with
lower computational cost. To test the ruggedness of proposed techniques, they are tested on our
own created face database where 80.60% of recognition accuracy is achieved.
For a 128 x 128 image that means that one must compute a 16384 x 16384 matrix and calculate
16,384 eigenfaces. Computationally, this is not very efficient as most of those eigenfaces are not
useful for our task. Using row mean and column mean reduces computations resulting in faster
face recognition with nearly the same accuracy.
Keywords:Face recognition, eigenvectors, covariance matrix, row mean, column mean.

1. INTRODUCTION
The term face recognition refers to identifying, by computational algorithms, an unknown face
image. This operation can be done by means of comparisons between the unknown face and
faces stored in a database.
Face recognition systems have a wide range of application, especially when dealing with security
applications, like computer and physical access control, real-time subject identification and
authentication, and criminal screening and surveillance. Biometrical identification based on iris,
fingerprint and other attributes all suffer from a series of drawbacks, including need of high
precision image acquisition equipment’s, difficulty to use with video images and need of
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agreement when doing the image acquisition. Systems that use face recognition don’t have any
of these restrictions.
Face recognition is a difficult task, because it cannot be performed by pixel to pixel comparison of
two images. Some aspects of the scene must be irrelevant when doing the recognition, like
illumination, pose, position, scale, environment, accessories and small age differences. So, face
recognition systems require use of accurate and robust methods.Principal component Analysis is
usually used because of its acceptable performance, but it is very time consuming. Particularly,
our coefficient selection experiments register an accuracy of over 99.00% in controlled database
with using less than 95% coefficients, so reduced computational cost and 80% in non-controlled
database.
In the area of human computer interaction, an ultimate goal is for machine to understand,
communicate with and react to humans in natural ways. Although there are many other avenues
to person identification – gait, clothing, hair, voice, and height are all useful indication of identity of
the person, none are as compelling as face recognition.

2. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA) [6][7]
The task of facial recognition is discriminating input signals (image data) into several classes
(persons). The input signals are highly noisy (e.g. the noise is caused by differing lighting
conditions, pose etc.), yet the input images are not completely random and in spite of their
differences there are patterns which occur in any input signal. Such patterns, which can be
observed in all signals could be in the domain of facial recognition, like the presence of some
objects (eyes, nose, mouth) in any face as well as relative distances between these objects.
These characteristic features are called eigenfaces in the facial recognition domain (or principal
components generally). They can be extracted out of original image data by means of a
mathematical tool called Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
The idea of using principal components to represent human faces was developed by Sirovich and
Kirby [4] in 1987 and used by Turk and Pentland [2][3] in 1991 for face detection and recognition.
The Eigenface approach is considered by many to be the first working facial recognition
technology, and it served as the basis for one of the top commercial face recognition technology
products. Since its initial development and publication, there have been many extensions to the
original method and many new developments [7] in automatic face recognition systems.
By means of PCA one can transform each original image of the training set into a corresponding
eigenface. An important feature of PCA is that one can reconstruct any original image from the
training set by combining the eigenfaces. But one can also use only a part of the eigenfaces and
reconstruct an approximate of the original image[12,13]. However, one can ensure that losses
due to omitting some of the eigenfaces can be minimized, by choosing only the most important
features (eigenfaces). The jobs which PCA can do are prediction, redundancy removal, feature
extraction, data compression, etc. Because PCA is a classical technique which can do something
in the linear domain, some applications [14] include signal processing, image processing, system
and control theory, communications, etc.

3. PCA ALGORITHM [2]
The various steps to calculate eigenfaces are:

A. Prepare the data
A 2-D facial image can be represented as 1-D vector by concatenating each row (or column) into a long
thin vector. Let’s suppose we have M vectors of size N (= rows of image × columns of image) representing
a set of sampled images.
Then the training set becomes: Γ1, Γ2, Γ3.....ΓM.

B. Subtract the mean
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The average matrix Ψ has to be calculated, then subtracted from the original faces (Γi) and the result stored
in the variable Φi:

(1)
(2)

C. Calculate the co-variance matrix
In the next step the covariance matrix A is calculated according to:
(3)

D. Calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
In this step, the eigenvectors (eigenvectors) Xi and the corresponding eigenvalues λi should be calculated.

E. Calculate eigenfaces
(4)
where Xi are eigenvectors and fi are eigenfaces.

F. Classifying the faces
The new image is transformed into its eigenface components. The resulting weights form the weight vector
. Where
is the sum of element wise product of ’
’ and ‘ ’.
(5)
(6)
The Euclidean distance between two weight vectors d(Ωi,Ωj) provides a measure of similarity between
the corresponding images i and j. If the Euclidean distance between
and other faces exceeds some
threshold value θ, one can assume that
is not a face at all, d(Ωi,Ωj) also allows one to construct
“clusters” of faces such that similar faces are assigned to one cluster.

FIGURE 1: System using the proposed technique
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4. ROW MEAN (RM)/COLUMN MEAN (CM) [5][11]
The row mean vector is the set of averages of the intensity values of the respective rows [8,9,10].
The column mean vector is the set of averages of the intensity values of the respective columns.
Fig. 2 is representing the sample image with 4 rows and 4 columns, the row and column mean
vectors for this image is given below.
Row Mean Vector =
[Avg(Row 1), Avg(Row 2), …., Avg(Row n)]

(7)

Column Mean Vector =
[Avg(Col. 1), Avg(Col. 2), …., Avg(Col. n)]

(8)

Col.
1
Row
1
Row
2
.
.
Row
n

….

3
5
7
8
…

3
4
2
4
…

6
8

7
6

Col.
n

… 2
5
… 6
.
8
… …
.
.
… 4
.
5

Avg(Row 1)=
(35+34+..+25)/n

Avg(Col. n)=(25+68+..+45)/n

FIGURE 2: Sample Image Template (with size nxn)

5. PROPOSED TECHNIQUES
The various proposed techniques are:

A. All image pixels in grey scale
Here the face image is transformed into grey scale and then eigenfaces are generated. Then
Euclidean Distance was used to find the best match. This is how PCA is generally implemented
we propose new techniques (explained below) to reduce eigenfaces generated so that with nearly
the same accuracy faster face recognition techniques are implemented. These calculations are
used for comparing proposed techniques with standard PCA technique.

B. Row Mean in RGB Plane
Here row mean is calculated of all image pixels in RGB plane. The feature vectoris used to
generate eigen mean sequences for row mean. Then Euclidean Distance was used to find the
best match.

C. Column Mean in RGB Plane
Here column mean is calculated of all image pixels in RGB plane. The feature vector is used to
generate eigen mean sequences for column mean. Then Euclidean Distance was used to find the
best match.

D. Row Mean & Column Mean in RGB Plane
Here row&column mean is calculated in red plane, then green and finally blue plane to create a
feature vector which is then used to generate eigen row and column sequence. Then Euclidean
Distance was used to find the best match.
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Partial
coefficients
All
RM
CM
RMCM

No of image
coefficients
16384
384
384
768

No. of elements in Eigen
Sequence
16384
384
384
768

TABLE 1: Complexity analysis for proposed technique for 128*128 Image

6. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Platform
The experiments were performed using Matlab R2009b, on a machine with Intel Core 2 Duo
T8100 (2.1 Ghz) and 2GB ram.

B. Databases
The experiments were performed on two databases:
1) ORL Database[1]: This database has 100 images (each with 180 pixels by 200 pixels),
corresponding to 20 persons in five poses each, including both males and females. All the images
are taken against a dark or bright homogeneous background, little variation of illumination,
different facial expressions and details (open/closed eyes, smiling/non smiling, glasses/no
glasses). The five poses of ORL’s database are shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3: Sample Images from ORL Database

2) Our Own Database [7]: This database has 85 images (each with 128 pixels by 128 pixels),
corresponding to 20 persons in five poses each, including both males and females. All the images
are taken against a dark or bright homogeneous background, with variation of illumination, highly
different facial expressions and details (open/closed eyes, smiling/non smiling, glasses/no
glasses). Our database has many variations in intensity, the image sizes are varying and it is
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non-controlled, this was done to test the ruggedness of our algorithm used for face recognition.
The five poses of our database are shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4: Sample Images from Our Own Database

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The false acceptance rate (FAR) [16] is the measure of the likelihood that the biometric security
system will incorrectly accept an access attempt by an unauthorized user. A system’s FAR
typically is stated as the ratio of the number of false acceptances divided by the number of
identification attempts.
The false rejection rate (FRR) [15] is the measure of the likelihood that the biometric security
system will incorrectly reject an access attempt by an authorized user. A system’s FRR typically
is stated as the ratio of the number of false rejections divided by the number of identification
attempts.
During performance testing a test image was considered and five closest matches were
displayed, so percentage correct detection is the percentage of relevant images it returned and
percentage incorrect detection is the amount irrelevant images it returned.
1) ORL Database [1]
In all 100 queries were tested on ORL database for analysing the performance of proposed face
recognition techniques. Fig 5 gives the percentage of FAR and FRR for face recognition using
variations in PCA based techniques. Here it is observed that PCA on full image and on feature
vector of RM and RMCM are nearly giving the same performance, the advantage of using
proposed technique over PCA applied on full image is reduced feature vector size which gives
faster recognition with nearly the same or better accuracy.
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FIGURE 5: FAR/FRR using PCA on ORL database

2) Own Database [7]
In all 100 queries were tested on Our Own database for analysing the performance of proposed
face recognition techniques. Fig 6 gives the percentage of FAR and FRR for face recognition
using variations in PCA based techniques. Here it is observed that PCA on full image and on
feature vector of RGB RMCM are giving nearly the same performance but the advantage of using
the proposed RMCM technique is reduced feature vector size which gives faster recognition
(refer table. 4) with nearly the same accuracy.

FIGURE 6: FAR/FRR using PCA on Our Own Database
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In table 2&3 performance comparisons of PCA on both the databases are shown. Here
performance of full image and row mean column mean vector is quite similar and row mean
column mean is much faster because of less computations required (table 4)as results are based
on less number of eigenfaces generated for comparison.

Partial coefficients
All
Row Mean
Column Mean
Row& Column mean

Percentage Correct
Detection
99.0%
99.4%
99.2%
99.6%

Percentage Incorrect
Detection
1.0%
0.6%
0.8%
0.4%

TABLE 2: Correct/Incorrect Detection Using PCA on ORL Database

Partial coefficients
All
Row Mean
Column Mean
Row& Column mean

Percentage Correct
Detection
80.0%
70.2%
66.0%
75.0%

Percentage Incorrect
Detection
20.0%
29.8%
34.0%
25.0%

TABLE 3:Correct/Incorrect Detection Using PCA on Our Own Database

PCA applied on

No of additions
No of multiplications
No of additions
No of multiplications

All

Row
Mean

Feature Extraction
1,61,07,11,040
99,072
80,54,53,824
50,304
Query Execution
1,96,602
1,530
98,304
768

Column
Mean

Row&
Column
mean

99,072
50,304

3,94,752
1,98,912

1,530
768

3,054
1,530

TABLE 4: Complexity analysis for proposed technique for 128*128 Image

8. CONCLUSION
Recognition accuracy, robust method and computational costs are topics that must be taken into
account when analyzing a face recognition method.
The proposed method (RMCM technique) is feasible as it achieves a high recognition accuracy
(99.6% when using ORL database and correct classification when the five most similar faces are
returned), without any pre-processing step.In a 128*128 face image PCA uses a feature vector of
size 16384 coefficients is used and our proposed technique uses only 768 coefficients that is
95.21% less number of coefficients for PCA or eigenvector calculation with nearly the same
results.
The proposed method is also suitable for real time applications: in the experimental tests the
classification processing time for a face, using 768 coefficients (RMCM technique), is nearly 0.6
seconds in a database of 100 people. The proposed technique so can be used for much real time
applications like face recognition in crowded public places where numbers of people moving are
high and face recognition is required on the fly, the proposed technique can give guaranteed
results instead of using normal PCA with reduced computations and time.
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Abstract

This study is focused on Gouraud Shading’s approach to improve appearance of
neuron visualization. Neuron visualization is a computational tool that is able to
describe, generate, store and render large set of three-dimensional neuronal
morphology in a format that is compact, quantitative, and readily accessible to
the neuroscientists. This tool enlightens its ability as a powerful computational
modeling of neuronal morphology to explore greater understanding in neuron
developmental processes and structure-function relationships. However, after a
thorough investigation, one of the problems discovered in neuron structure
prediction is related to misleading in generating digitalized neuron raw data
toward realistic neuron morphology visualization. For that reason, many
approaches have been proposed in previous studies in order to perform such
visualization based on stochastic sampling data of morphological measures from
digital reconstructions of real neuron cells. Therefore, comparison among these
approaches has been conducted to recognize a suitable approach. It is still at a
preliminary stage in research development. This exercise reveals a constraint to
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reconstruct neuron model towards greater realism efficiently is still remains as an
essential challenge in biological computing and visualization to provide a broad
appearance of neuron knowledge distribution. As a result, the areas of
comparative neuron analysis can be aided through presenting the knowledge of
realism virtual neuron morphology. As a proposal, Gouraud Shading’s approach
is applied for this purpose. Gouraud Shading is a visualization shading technique
to perform a smooth lighting on the polygon surface without heavy computational
requirement in calculating lighting for each pixel but at vertices only. The
conclusion is summarized based on verification exercise between our
framework’s results with existing results from three neuron visualization
applications. The comparison analysis is done in term of reliability and
smoothness of surface neuron presentation. Roughly the proposed framework
achieved the objective to solve the problem encountered in presenting virtual
neuron data.
Keywords: Neuron morphology data, visualization, Gouraud Shading

1. INTRODUCTION
Basically, the neuron visualization application depends on the product information and neuron
structure presentation criteria to simplify and contribute to an extensive study of brain’s functions
and/or dysfunctions. By applying such applications especially in lab-experimenting, it potentially
facilitates scientist’s life to do thorough analysis in determining the relations between neuron’s
connection and its function. Thus, apparently, extraction and accuracy is an important aspect in
generating the reconstruction neuron morphology visualization.
The development of digital neuron visualization is rapidly increases as a significant prerequisite in
the quantitative exploration of cellular neuroanatomy. Recently, neuron morphology data has
been gathered and published in digital databases offering variety of dendritic structure. One of the
famous databases is known as Duke Southampton [23]. However, the approach that is applied in
this database presents static image of neuron. As such, there is a certain situation where neuron
structure is unable to be extracted in details because of no interaction facility to manipulate the
neuron’s presentation. It requires specific tool to apply this useful data for knowledge distribution.
Based on the above review, a lot of approaches have been proposed by previous researchers.
Findings from these studies showed that the core rationale of these executions were prominence
on tool for constructing and generating the anatomical neuron network model. These established
applications’ approaches are able to provide facility to access simulation of neuron morphological
but they remain to offer a greater biological realism of virtual neuron model. Finally, in our
proposed framework, we are able to produce comparable neuron model as per existing
application’s output as well as toward realistic presentation in order to be applied by a group of
scientists who are involved in neuron analysis study.
The reminder of the paper consists of a detailed explanation on the proposed approach,
description of neuron computational environment and data used in material and method to
improve appearance of neuronal morphology visualization, the result and discussion of proposed
approach, and the conclusions of the achieved results.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
The practice of medicine and biologic investigations lies in direct, fully immersive, real-time
multisensory fusion of real and virtual information data streams into online, real-time available
during actual clinical procedures or biological experiments had offered the potential for
revolutionary innovation in biomedical application. These goals are able to be materialized and
realized with major facilitation progress of current high-performance computing, advanced image
processing and high-fidelity rendering capabilities. With these advances offered in the current
technology, there are several significant applications of three-dimensional visualization
established to perform an impact to the practice of medicine and biological research.
The study of biology always dependent on visualizations tools to explore the relationship of an
anatomic structure [22] to biologic function to detect and treat disease that disturb or threaten
normal life processes. The value of biomedical images i.e neuron cells largely depend on the
context from which they are obtained either for the scientific or medical interest and goals that
motivate their production and use. However, the valuable potential of 3D visualization in neuron
cells remains mostly unexploited and practical tools remain undeveloped. The most recent
requirement is to continue advances in visualization technology to the level of utilization, so that
they can provide new tools and procedures that physicians can apply to treat their patients and
empower scientists in neurology studies of structure-to-function relationships.
As such, a particular challenge in imaging science for biomedical applications need to be focused
is to provide realistic displays, interactive manipulation and simulation and accurate and
reproducible measurements. This is because an adequate description of neuronal morphology is
significantly for investigating the influence of morphology in information processing of neurons.
Neuron Data Acquisition
Basically neuroanatomical experiments result in chemically processed tissue accumulated on a
microscope slide. This corresponding observable microscope image can only be further
manipulated in a limited way. It involves the computer acquisition or digitization as a key step
toward the flexible, quantitative, an extensive analysis and modeling of these data. The result
from digital files is represented by data in numerical (machine-readable) format. A major benefit
of digital representation of neuronal morphological is a virtually and geometrically feature
captured by the cylindrical-based description can be measured statistically and analyzed quickly,
reliably, and precisely [19].
This digitally neuron raw data have been stored in different format in several published databases
for easy sharing and allowing for visualizing and capturing purposes. There are three (3) popular
digital adopted formats to describe neuron morphology which are ‘SWC’, ‘Neurolucida’ and
‘Eutectic’ format. Even though it is provided in a different format, it is still used in the basic
structure of neuron data [2]. These files can range from 500 lines for small and simple cell to
10,000 or more lines for large and complex cells. In this purpose, ‘SWC’ format will be applied
and details explanation about its basic structure will discuss. This neuron morphology data was
acquired from Duke-Southampton website. This database provides neuron cell images for rat
hippocampus that consists of CA1 pyramidal cell, DG granule call and CA3A pyramidal cell in
different age as per example in Figure 1. Generally, before neuron can be visualized by the
extractor, digitalized neuron data will be loaded into the system.
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FIGURE 1: Sample cell of neuronal morphology used as data for this study [11].

‘SWC’ format is for describing the structure of neuron in the simplest way and has been designed
to emphasis on compactness and uses the minimum amount of information and number of fields
to fully describe the branching structure [17]. Basically in ‘SWC’ format, each neuron dendritic
segments is represented by an identification number (ID, the number reported next to the
branches in the picture), a type of distinguish basal (T), Cartesion positions (X,Y,Z in
micrometers), radius (R), and end-point connection (C, presenting the label of the parent)
[2,12,23] as per stated in Figure 2, refer to the right panel. As shown in Figure 2, each tracing
point is represented as a row of seven numbers [2,12,23] that describes the properties of a single
compartment, an arbitrarily sized piece of a segment.

FIGURE 2: Digital representation of neuron morphology from ‘SWC’ format data (left panel) [12].

This segment may either branch into further segment at a bifurcation or end at a terminal (both of
these segments are also represented as compartments), make up the entire neuron shapes.
These varieties of neuron shapes attain through a development process called of elongation and
branching of axonal and dendrites extensions [1,2,3,4].
Such digital reconstruction files are efficient and allow extensive morphometric analysis to be
produced from implementation of biophysical virtual neuron models as allowing ‘pseudo-3D’
rendering and animation in modern computer graphics [12]. In general, this digital format consists
of a plain text file that each line describing the cylindrical geometry of neuronal segment and its
connection to derive any morphological measurement.
Reconstructing and Modeling
The tracing process involves converting described neuronal morphology from Cartesian data into
a digital three-dimensional (3D) coordinates and branch connectivity of the corresponding trees.
In this process, the link segment of digitized neuron data is traced automatically from identified
format data mentioned previously and followed by generating a branching of cylindrical neuron
compartments. The system will scan the uploaded data in order to differentiate between HEADER
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part and CARTESIAN data. This process will recognize the first character represented by “#” in
the HEADER. After all the “#” character has been emphasized and the HEADER part has been
traced, the system will read and translate the neuron CARTESIAN data line by line. The
simulated neuron branching from CARTESIAN data is generated by continuous compartment as
shown in Figure 3

FIGURE 3: A part of simulated neurons.

The traced data is visualized via reconstruction model aims at finding minimal algorithms for
generating trees which reproduce the statistical properties of observed neuronal shapes [2].
Reconstruct virtual neuron applying dissimilar color to represent different type of neuronal
segment. The first soma was indicated by sphere and cylindrical to represent neuron connection
consist of dendritic and axon. As summarized, the reconstruction process is illustrated as per
Figure 4.

FIGURE 4: A summary of neuronal morphology reconstruction pipeline.

Surface visualization shading approaches
According to J.C Fiala [19], the most reliable method is computer aided tracing profiles on neuron
segments followed by rendering it with appropriate shading. Shading technique is the process of
assigning colors to the pixels. The implementation with a smooth shading and lighting is
understood can assist in reconstructing neuron morphologies toward realistic visualization. The
purposed of shading algorithms is to smooth the appearance of polygonal model by reducing the
impact of sharp edge in order to give the eye the impression of a smooth curved surface.
In is this part, Gouraud shading (GS) technique is applied to neuron surface visualization in order
to perform a smooth lighting on the polygon surface without the heavy computational requirement
of calculating lighting for each pixel but at vertices only. This approach was applied because it
able to provide the objects i.e the series of cylindrical that as neuron connection towards realistic
surface. The comparison between curved surfaces rendered using flat shade polygons and
curved surface rendered using Gouraud Shading is shown in Figure 5.
GS also called intensity interpolation provides a way to display smooth shaded polygons by
defining the RGB color components of each polygon vertex based on the color and illumination to
eliminate intensity discontinuities. GS is the simplest rendering method and it computed faster
than Phong Shading. It does not produce shadows and reflections. GS smoothes the appearance
of the object by linearly interpolating intensities along scan lines.
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FIGURE 5: A comparison between curved surface using (a) flat shaded and (b) Gouraud shaded.

The purpose of GS is to eliminate Mach bands, discontinuities in intensity along polygon edges. It
reduces the visibility of polygonal edges by blurring the intensity across the boundaries of
adjacent polygons. The underlying strategy is to compute the intensities for the pixels in 3 steps:




Calculate the intensities at the individual vertices of the polygon
Interpolate these vertex intensities along the edges of the polygon
Interpolate these edge intensities along scan lines to the pixels in the interior of the
polygon (as per illustrated in Figure 6)

FIGURE 6: Gouraud shading mechanims.

In order to compute the intensity at a vertex, we require to obtain the unit normal vector at the
vertex. Since each vertex may belong to many polygons, we first use Newell’s formula (equation
1.1) to calculate the unit normal for each polygon containing the vertex.

(1.1)

We then calculate the unit normal vector by everaging the unit normal of the polygons containing
the vertex:

(1.2)

Finally, we apply equation 1.3 to compute the intensity at the vertex.
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(1.3)

Once we have the intensities at the vertices, we can apply linear interpolation to compute
intensities first along edges and then along scan lines.
Notice that for adjacent polygons, intensities necessarily agree along common edges because
the intensities agree at common vertices. Moreover, on both sides of an edge, the value of the
intensity near the edge is close to the value of the intensity along the edge. Thus linear
interpolation of intensities along scan lines blurs the difference in intensities between adjacent
polygons. This blurring eliminates Mach bands and provides the appearance of smooth curved
surfaces.
The Gouraud Shading algorithm is an example of a scan line algorithm. A scan line algorithm is
an algorithm that evaluates values at pixels scan line by scan line, taking advantage of the natural
coordinate system induced by the orientation of the scan lines.

3. CONSLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Comparative Discussion
In this study, the system is developed to visualize neuron structure focuses on rat hippocampus
cells, generate digitalized data from ‘SWC’ format and rendered its surface using Gouraud
Shading approach. This is a new simplified prototype for constructing neuron structure model with
properties closely matches with 3D neuronal morphology and connectivity.
The 3D scene is created using an OpenGL graphics window for previewing the 3D representation
neuron. When a neuron is loaded to the scene, a 3D representation is generated from the
object’s component traces. The scene is rendered with the fidelity of the computers’ OpenGL
implementation and this generally allows the diffuse, ambient, emissive and transparency
properties of objects to be specified. An OpenGL has been chosen to create the 3D model since
it significantly speeds up the rendering and the real-time visualization.
Due to result raised from analyzing constraints of neuron structure prediction, a proposed area of
comparative neuron study will be aided by performing the knowledge of virtual neuron connection
structure. This study is focus to two main constraints where the first scope is related to misleading
in generating digitalized neuron raw data toward realistic neuron morphology visualization.
Previously, this data is represented as static view in archive database and certain developed
neuron visualization system requires programming expertise to apply it. When the structure is
restricted to achieve, this framework is introduced to visualize neuron raw data by integration of
reconstruction model and surface rendering technique aim to produce neuron morphology toward
realistic structure presentation. From this proposed approach, the framework’s result was
validated based on comparison with produced result from three selected existing program. The
validation is measured in term of visualization quality towards greater realistic biological
performance and accuracy of presentation virtual neuron. The development from our proposed
framework was produced a neuron model as accurate as existing application.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 7: Validation and comparison result of visualizing neuron model of digital file between (a) our
proposed framework and existing application, (b) result from Duke-Southampton which only presented static
neuron model, (c) result achieved from CVapp program which having time constraints to fetch list of neuron
selection and (d) result produced from neuroConstruct program which still presented a less realistic neuron
especially for solid presentation type and slow in re-perform the neuron model after displaying other type of
visualization mode.

Figure 7 shown the result discovered from comparison exercise for one of neuron sample. In this
effort, Gouraud shading techniques has been embedded in our proposed neuron visualization
application. The major contribution by introducing such shading algorithms in this framework is
able to furnish smooth appearance of polygonal model by reducing the impact of sharp edge in
order to give eyes the impression of a smooth curved surface. In CVapp, its application is for
editing and converting morphology files either read or write the data from variety format i.e
neurolucida .ascii, SWC, genesis .p and neuron .hoc. Still, each compartment presented in
CVapp is listed as a line with its coordinates, parent compartment, and diameter. neuroConstruct
also one of application that the creation, visualization, and analysis of networks of
multicompartmental neurons in 3D space. It provides a number of functions to facilitate the clear
display of large networks, cells with complex morphologies and individual synaptic connections.
These include showing the dendrite and axon as lines or just showing ball-shaped somata rather
than the full 3D structure of each cell. Even both applications able visualize neuron reconstruction
model, however they still not emphasize on the appearance of neuron model which rendered the
model by default without applied any shading. The priorities for those developments are only
focus on ability to generate accurate network models wit properties that closely match the 3D
neuronal morphology and connectivity of different brain regions. Still, in neuroConstruct [8]
envisioned in its extensions will allow greater biological realism. Only in late 1990, one
development [21] had applied volume rendering techniques with shading to reconstruct and
visualize a 3D volumetric model of a dendritic. The shading helps accentuate the 3D shape of the
dendrite but can represent the 3D shape of the model with accuracy limited only.
This shading implementation understood to assists in reconstructing neuron morphologies toward
realistic visualization. Nevertheless, while smooth lighting was well captured to the polygon
surface, others resulted constraint was occur in the neuron connection. The application
encountered disconnect neuron segment whilst presented in the virtual environment. Even
implementation of this algorithm has produced useful displays of 3D neurons images but also
prove to be cumbersome, especially when the algorithm is used to detect and display soft issues
for example this such neuron cells. The time required to segment the volume, isolate the desired
surface (as is required by any 3D surface display). As such, even though shading application
manage to provide smooth and realistic surface, it seem less suitable to be applied by its own for
anatomical structure visualization i.e neuronal morphology. Thus, as the way forward, in this
paper introduce an algorithm to overcome such problem to enhance the neuron connection
towards smoother surface visualization. It will be valuable by integrating the shading technique
with other application approach that will produce better image presentation virtual neuron
morphology.
Currently, this program is focus in generating neuron connectivity phase and from this execution,
we facing the second constraint which related to discontinue neuron connection between each
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neuron segment in our generated virtual neuron result. To solve this encountered constraint we
will propose to apply bounding curve interpolation, the algorithm returns points along a curve that
passes exactly through the points at specific instants and forms a smooth curve for points in
between in the next implementation phase. In this development phase, the evaluation is done
based on comparison between our resulted virtual neuron with others three existing applications.
Subsequently, in the future, it will be an important task to enhance such neuron connection. As
such, for the future work, the plan for combining current result with curve interpolation technique
is required to improve neuron connection. It also would be more comprehensive and efficient by
retrieving generation of neurons against another digital files database and format such as
‘Neurolucida’ for assisting the comparison analysis.
Conclusion
Neuroanatomy is leading the pack of success stories in neuroinformatics [20]. An important aims
in computational anatomy at the single-cell level consists of creating algorithms to generate
virtual neuron structures that are morphologically corresponding to real neuronal dendrites. This
goal may contribute a powerful knowledge distribution for the creation of large-scale, low-level
model of neuron structure, activity and function. Virtual experiments can be carried out quickly,
reliably, safely and inexpensively to allow the exploration of a large number of promising
questions, and optimal experimental conditions. Virtual experiments can also examine the
theoretical effect of each model parameter separately by precisely reproducing all other initial
conditions.
Along with a numbers of on-going projects in categorizing the types of neuronal structures or
mapping the neuronal networks, these facilities will provide valuable information to understand
and manipulate neuronal morphology. In this article, we has reviewed some of these
developments comprises of neuronal reconstruction in modeling digital morphological files and in
databasing of neuronal morphologies.
The most important note that has been highlighted in this paper is the impact of neuronal
morphology databases and its presentation. It depends on the availability of simple software tools
that can extract flexibility a variety of user-defined morphological parameters from the archives
database. As such, our priority in proposed reconstructing program is emphasizes to simplify the
virtual function to be impacted for the signal transformation properties. Therefore, it will allow to
be thoroughly analyzing to determine the relation between neuron’s function and its relevant
disease.
Roughly the proposed framework achieved the objective to solve the constraint encountered in
presenting virtual neuron morphology data. Hopefully, these variations will be used in future work
to improve the appearance of the neuron morphology connection in this proposed algorithm. We
anticipate that the presented facts can be helpful and useful for the researchers in this field and
the general audiences who may keen interests in exploring the ideas of neuron reconstruction
visualization.
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Abstract

This paper presents a new method to analyze three specific heart diseases
namely Atrial Premature Beat (APB), Left Bundle Branch Block (LBBB) and
Premature Ventricular Contraction (PVC). The problem is introduced from the
discussion of Fractal Dimension. Further, the fractal dimension is used to
distinguish between the Electrocardiogram (ECG) signals of healthy person and
persons with PVC, LBBB and APB from the raw ECG data. The work done in this
paper can be divided into few steps. First step is the determination of the
rescaled range of an ECG signal. Then there comes the necessity of calculating
the slope of the rescaled range curve. Through this methodology we have
established a range of fractal dimension for healthy person and persons with
various heart diseases. The way towards determining the range of fractal
dimension for those ECG data taken from MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database has
been explained. Again, the obtained range of fractal dimension is also presented
here in a tabular fashion with proper analysis
Keywords: Rescaled Range Analysis, PVC, APB, LBBB
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1. INTRODUCTION
Premature Ventricular Contraction, also known as extra systole is a relatively common condition
where the heart beat is initiated by the heart ventricles rather than the sino atrial node, the normal
heartbeat initiator.
The term atrial premature beat describes beat arising from the atrium and occurring before the
expected sinus beats. Premature beats can occur randomly or in a pattern. P-wave morphology
differs from sinus beats and varies, depending on the origin of the impulse in the atria. In general
beats arising in the high atria have upright P-waves in leads II, III and a VF and those originating
in the low atria have inverted P-waves in those leads. Depending on the prematurity of the atrial
impulse and refractoriness of the AV node and His-Purkinje system, the P-wave may conduct
with normal or prolonged PR interval with narrow or aberrant QRS complex or may block and not
be followed by a QRS complex. It has been empirically noted that alcohol in excess, fatigue,
cigarettes, fever, anxiety and infectious diseases of all sort may result in atrial premature beats
and elimination of these factors may correct the disorder. APB also occurs in some patients with
CHF and in some with myocardial ischemia. They may also be noted in patients with underline
myocardial disease, in those with pulmonary disease and systemic hypoxia. Premature beats are
usually perceived by patients as “palpitations”, and sometimes are of concern to patients who
noticed skipped beats or fluttering that is frightening. Often atrial premature beats cause no
symptoms and are not recognized by the patients. Then APB requires no specific therapy. If they
are a source of aggravation or concerned to the patient and one of the above mentioned factors
can be identified and should take immediate Medicare.
Premature and abnormal P-wave morphology as compared to the sinus P-wave activity (the
premature P-wave may be obscure or it may be buried in the P-wave).
Premature P-wave may or may not be conducted and when conducted would be followed by a
QRS wave that often has a normal duration but sometimes it is prolonged.
In a bundle branch block (either left or right) a block of excitation in one of the branches will cause
the effective side to be excited i.e. depolarized later and this fact will be revealed in a
prolongation of the duration of the QRS. So in BBB, the ventricles will be excited serially, the
effected side being excited lastly. Excitation first appears on the surface of the thin walled right
ventricles owing to the nature of the conduction system and differing thickness of ventricular
myocardium. In the ECG signal the right sided V leads show a large, broad, downward wave. Left
sided V leads show a large broad upward wave. QR is prolonged and downward in V5-V6.
So detecting APB, PVC and LBBB precisely have important clinical significance.

2. RELATED WORKS
Frequently a time varying signal is required to analyze to extract characteristic of interest. For
example, medical diagnosis often requires the analysis of time varying cardiac, respiratory or
brain signals in order to detect cardiac, pulmonary, or mental problems. In general, most temporal
processes are analyzed using Fourier transform technique (frequency domain); chaos dynamic
(position-velocity phase plane) and other complex mathematical techniques have been applied to
signal analysis [4].
Heart failure patients can also be identified by computing certain statistics of the sequence of
heart beats such as the Allan factor (AF) and its generalization [1].One method has been applied
in [5] for the diagnosis of neuromuscular diseases and can be suitably applied for microcomputerbased on-line analysis of EMG signals. In [7] an electrocardiogram (ECG) beat classification
system based on wavelet transformation and probabilistic neural network (PNN) is proposed to
discriminate six ECG beat types. With observations it opted for computer-aided diagnosis of heart
diseases based on ECG signals. In [8] a functional model of ANN is proposed to aid existing
diagnosis methods which investigates the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) in predicting
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the Thrombo-embolic stroke disease. For ascertaining the robustness of the proposed algorithm;
evaluation of the entire MIT-BIH arrhythmia database has been attempted in [9], but the view and
purpose was way too different from that of ours. With the best of our effort we couldn’t come up
with similar works using ECG signal for detailed fractal analysis.

3.

SIGNIFICANCE OF OUR WORK

A common drawback of the related methods described above is that they are often complex, not
easily amenable to analyze and require some data preprocessing procedures, such as filtering
etc. Thus there remains a need for simple and practical method for analyzing such time varying
electrical signals.
ECG signal is a self-similar object. So, fractal analysis can be implemented here for proper
utilization of the gathered info. It obviously opens scope to analyze the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia
Database with different view points. Scope for further medical research and clinical advancement
remain wide open through this.

4. WHAT IS FRACTAL AND FRACTAL ANALYSIS
Fractals are of rough or fragmented geometric shape that can be sub divided in parts, is of which
are reduced copy of the whole [2]. Fractal dimension is number very often non integer, often it is
the only one measure of fractals. It measures the degree of fractal boundary fragmentation or
irregularity over multiple scales. It determines how fractal differs from Euclidian objects.
Images and shapes within images which cannot be represented by Euclidian geometry have
been analyzed by fractal geometry. Unlike conventional geometry, which deals with lines,
triangles, circles, spheres and cones, fractal geometry is concerned with broken or fractured
shapes as so commonly found in nature.
A collection of mathematical procedure used to determine fractal dimension (or any other fractal
characteristic) or set of fractal dimensions with smallest error.
4.1 Self similarities and fractal analysis
Fractal is strictly self similar if it can be expressed as a union of sets, each of which is an exactly
reduced copy of the full set (Sierpinski triangle, Koch flack). The most fractal looking in nature
does not display this precise form.
Natural objects are not union of exact reduced copies of whole. A magnified view of one part will
not precisely reproduce the whole object, but it will have the same qualitative appearance. This
property is called statistical self-similarity or semi-self similarity.
As ECG signal of a human heart is a self similar object. So it must have a fractal dimension. So
we have used fractal analysis. And to determine the fractal dimension rescaled range method has
been used here.
4.2 Rescaled range analysis
Hurst developed the rescaled range analysis, a statistical method to analyze long records of
natural phenomena [3]. There are two factors used in this analysis; firstly the range R, this is the
difference between the minimum and the maximum accumulated values of cumulative sum of X
(t, τ) of the natural phenomenon at discrete integer-valued time t over a time span τ, and
secondly, the standard deviation is S, estimated from the observed values Xi (t). Hurst found that
the ratio R/S is very well described for a large number of natural phenomena by the following
empirical relation.
[ R(τ) / S(τ) ] α τH
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Where τ is the time span and H is the Hurst component. The coefficient C is taken equal to 0.5 by
Hurst. R and S are defined as:
R(τ) = max X(t, τ) – min X(t, τ)
1≤ t ≤τ
1≤ t ≤τ

τ
S(τ) = { 1/ τ ∑ [ ζ(t) – (ζ)τ ]2 }1/2
t=1

Where,
τ
(ζ)τ = 1/ τ ∑ ζ(t)
t=1

and,
t

X(t,τ) = ∑ [ ζ(u) - (ζ)τ ]
u=1

4.3 Relation between the rescaled range and fractal dimension
The relation between the Hurst exponent and the fractal dimension is simply D=2-H. We have
calculated the individual calculations for each interval length. A straight line is fitted in the log-log
plot.
Log [R(τ)/S(τ)] = c + H Log (τ) Where H = slope.
So fractal dimension, D=2-H. With the help of these equations we can easily evaluate fractal
dimension in the rescaled range analysis.
The results for the R/S analysis depend on the number of sub-interval, the minimum and
maximum lags. It is not clear how important the number of sub interval is. Mandel Brot and Wallis
noted that the smallest lags (under 30) cannot be expected to be on the line and should not be in
the procedure. In the analysis, we choose not to use overlapping sub intervals so that extra
dependency between these sub-intervals occurs to find the fractal dimension.
4.4 Analysis of the procedure in brief
We have implemented the rescale range by using MATLAB codes. The source of the ECGs
included in the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database is a set of over 4000 long term Holter recording that
were obtained by the Beth Israel Hospital Arrhythmia laboratories between 1975 and 1979 [6].
Here, a sample of the analysis procedure is shown through PVC patient. At first we are showing
the ECG signal of a patient with Premature Ventricular Contraction (PVC).
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FIGURE 1: ECG Signal of a PVC Patient.

Then we determined the rescaled range of this ECG signal for different slot size (analogous to the
sub-interval) utilizing MATLAB code. After that, we got the following table:
Slot Size, T

Log2 (T)

Log2 (R/S)

1024
512
256
128
64
32

10
9
8
7
6
5

12.0865
11.4365
10.8452
10.3248
9.9850
9.3542

TABLE 1: Rescaled Range of ECG Signal for Different Slot Size

From this table we have got the following graph:

FIGURE 2: Fitted Straight Line by Log-Log Plot
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Slope being, H=0.5164, fractal dimension thus remains, D=2-H=1.4836

FIGURE 3: ECG signal of APB patient (MIT-BIH 209)

FIGURE 4: ECG signal of LBBB patient (MIT- BIH 111)
Like the example shown above, this approach was applied to MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database file
209 for patient with Atrial Premature Beat (APB) in Fig 3 & Left Bundle Branch Block (LBBB) in
Fig 4. Again, it can also be successfully used to tell about the fractal dimension range for the
other database files.
Thus, our above mentioned methodology can be suitably applied to MIT-BIH database and in this
way a distinct range of fractal dimension was found out for the cases mentioned.
4.5 Obtained result and discussion
Here, we have determined the range of fractal dimension for patients with premature ventricular
contraction, left bundle branch block, atrial premature beats along with healthy persons.
Like the shown example, our methodology was applied to other MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database for
providing a thorough analysis. Again, it can successfully tell about the fractal dimension range
using the other database files of MIT-BIH for PVC patient like 106, 116, 119, 200, 201, 203, 207,
208, 210, 213, 214, 215, 217, 221, 223, 228, and 233. In the same way, for APB case it also
accomplishes its goal of reaching a proper fractal dimension range analyzing the samples like
207,209,222,232 etc.
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Thus, our above mentioned methodology can be suitably applied to MIT-BIH database and thus a
distinct range of fractal dimension was found out for the cases mentioned.
The ranges are tabulated here below:

Sample ECG signal

Range

Healthy Person
Patients with PVC
Patients with APB
Patients with LBBB

1.65-1.67
1.48-1.53
1.54-1.58
1.71-1.74

TABLE 2: Distinct range of fractal dimension for sample ECG signal

5. CONSLUSION
In this paper it has been tried to present a different method for the detection of heart diseases
from a newer perspective. ECG signal being a self-similar object; can well be considered for
fractal analysis. We have used rescaled range method to determine the specific range of fractal
dimension for each specific disease. And we found that the range of fractal dimension for healthy
person is 1.65-1.67, for PVC patients it is 1.48-1.53, for APB patients it is 1.54-1.58 and finally for
LBBB patients the range is 1.71-1.74. So, the methodological analysis does provide a significant
clinical advantage.

6. FUTURE WORK
This paper went for fractal analyzing the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database for heart disease
detection. Such an approach should further encourage the researchers in algorithm development
on these as it is a widely used database. So, suitably ranging the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database
on the basis of fractal dimension should obviously encourage and smooth further research.
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ABSTRACT
Fingerprints are the most widely used parameter for personal identification amongst all
biometrics based personal authentication systems. As most Automatic Fingerprint
Recognition Systems are based on local ridge features known as minutiae, marking
minutiae accurately and rejecting false ones is critically important. In this paper we propose
an algorithm for extracting minutiae from a fingerprint image using the binary Hit or Miss
transform (HMT) of mathematical morphology. We have developed and tested structuring
elements for different types of minutiae present in a fingerprint image to be used by the HMT
after preprocessing the image with morphological operators. This results in efficient minutiae
detection, thereby saving a lot of effort in the post processing stage. The algorithm is tested
on a large number of images. Experimental results depict the effectiveness of the proposed
technique.
Keywords : Biometrics, fingerprint image, minutiae extraction, Hit or Miss transform, mathematical morphology

1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s advanced digital technology world, there is an increased requirement of security measures leading
to the development of many biometrics based personal authentication systems. Biometrics is the science of
uniquely recognizing humans based upon one or more intrinsic physical (e.g., fingerprint, iris, face, retina etc.)
or behavioral (e.g., gait, signature etc.) traits. Fingerprints are the most widely used parameter for personal
identification amongst all biometrics. The reason behind the popularity of fingerprint-based recognition among
the biometrics-based security systems is the unchangeability of fingerprints during the human life span and
their uniqueness [7]. However to meet the performance requirements of high security applications, multimodal
biometrics [1, 5 ] is also used as it helps to minimize system error rates.
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Fingerprint identification is commonly employed in forensic science to aid criminal investigations etc. A
fingerprint is a unique pattern of ridges and valleys on the surface of finger of an individual. A ridge is defined
as a single curved segment, and a valley is the region between two adjacent ridges. Most Automatic
Fingerprint Recognition Systems are based on local ridge features known as minutiae. Sir Francis Galton
(1822-1922) was the first person who observed the structures and permanence of minutiae. Therefore,
minutiae are also called “Galton details”.

(a) Ridge Ending

(b) Ridge Bifurcation

Figure 1: Example of a ridge ending and a bifurcation.
They are used by forensic experts to match two fingerprints. There are about 150 different types of minutiae [2]
categorized according to their configuration. Among these minutia types, “ridge ending” and “ridge bifurcation”
are the most commonly used, since the other types of minutiae can be seen as combinations of “ridge endings”
and “ridge bifurcations” (figure 2). Figure 1 illustrates the two most basic types of minutiae: ridge endings and
bifurcations. It is these minutiae points which are used for determining uniqueness of a fingerprint.
Automated fingerprint recognition systems can be categorized as: verification or identification systems. The
verification process either accepts or rejects the user’s identity by matching against an existing fingerprint
database. In identification, the identity of the user is established using fingerprints. Since accurate matching of
fingerprints depends largely on ridge structures, the quality of the fingerprint image is of critical importance.
However, in practice, a fingerprint image may not always be well defined due to elements of noise that corrupt
the clarity of the ridge structures.

Figure 2 : Some common minutiae types.
This corruption may occur due to variations in skin and impression conditions such as scars, humidity, dirt, and
non-uniform contact with the fingerprint capture device. Many algorithms [2, 16, 26, 27, 28] have been
proposed in the literature for minutia analysis and fingerprint classification for better fingerprint verification and
identification. Some algorithms classify the fingerprint pattern into different groups at the time of enrollment
[30]. Their results also depend largely on the quality of the input image. Thus, image enhancement techniques
are often employed to reduce the noise and to enhance the definition of ridges against valleys so that no
spurious minutiae are identified. Several methods have been proposed for enhancement of fingerprint images
which are based on image normalization and Gabor filtering (Hong’s algorithm) [11], Directional Fourier filtering
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[3], Binarization Method [23], Directional Filter Based Analysis [25], Fingerprint image thinning using PCNNs [9]
etc. The Hong’s algorithm inputs a fingerprint image and applies various steps for enhancement. Several other
fuzzy techniques for image enhancement are also available [4, 20, 21, 32, 33].
Once the fingerprint image is enhanced minutiae points can be extracted. There are a lot of minutiae
extraction algorithms available in the literature like direct gray scale ridge tracking strategy [7, 31] which work
on gray scale images directly, minutiae extraction by run length encoding method [34] which does not require
the fingerprint image to be thinned and other techniques based on extracting minutiae from skeletonised
images using the crossing number algorithm [8, 10, 14, 15, 18, 19, 24]. The crossing number technique
extracts ridge endings and bifurcations from a binarized skeletonised image by examining the local
neighbourhood using a 3X3 window of each pixel and counting the number of 0 to 1 transitions in it. This
method of extraction extracts a very large number of spurious minutiae together with true ones, thereby relying
heavily on enormous post processing procedures including one by one minutia validation and invalidation[8,
14. 15].
In this paper we propose a novel algorithm for extracting minutiae from a fingerprint image using the binary Hit
or Miss transform (HMT) of mathematical morphology. Morphological operators are basically shape operators
and their composition allows the natural manipulation of shapes for the identification and the composition of
objects and object features. We have developed and tested structuring elements for different types of minutiae
present in a fingerprint image to be used by the HMT to extract valid minutiae, after preprocessing the image
with such morphological operators. As mentioned earlier, the problem with other techniques is the generation
of a large number of spurious minutiae together with true ones whereas our algorithm results in efficient
minutiae detection, thereby saving a lot of effort in the post processing stage. The algorithm is tested on a
large number of images. Experimental results depict the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces basic concepts and operations of
mathematical morphology to be used in this paper. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm. Experimental
results are reported in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY
Mathematical morphology finds its place in computer vision as it emphasizes in shape information. It refers to a
branch of nonlinear image processing and analysis that concentrates on the geometric structure within an
image, it is mathematical in the sense that the analysis is based on set theory, topology, lattice, random
functions, etc. Mathematical morphology is considered to be a powerful tool to extract information from images.
We briefly discuss some mathematical morphology transformations [22] in this section.
2.1 Erosion and Dilation.
Erosion and dilation are considered the primary morphological operations. Erosion shrinks or thins object in a
binary image where as Dilation grows or thickens objects. Erosion and Dilation constitute the basis for more
complex morphological operators and can be defined as follows:
2
2
Let A: z → z be an image and B: z → z be a structuring element. The erosion of A by B denoted by (AΘB), is
expressed as
(AΘB) = { z | (B)z ∩ Ac ≠ Ø }
The dilation of A by B, is denoted by (A⊕B) , and is expressed as
^
(A⊕B) = { z | (B)z ∩ A ≠ Ø }

(1)

(2)

In other words dilation of A by B is the set of all structuring element origin locations where the reflected and
translated B overlaps at least some portion of A.
2.2 Opening and Closing.
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Closing and opening are two examples of elementary combinations of erosion and dilation. Visually, opening
smoothes contours, break narrow isthmuses and eliminates small islands. The gray-scale opening of A by B,
denoted by A ◦ B, is simply erosion of A by B, followed by dilation of the result by B as,
(A ◦ B) = (A Θ B) ⊕ B

(3)

On the other hand, closing smoothes the contours, fills narrow gulfs and eliminate small holes. The gray-scale
closing of A by B, denoted by A • B is a dilation followed by an erosion, as
(A • B) = (A ⊕ B) Θ B

(4)

2.3 The Hit or Miss Transformation(HMT)
The morphological Hit or Miss Transform is the localization operator in mathematical morphology. It finds
occurrences of an object and its nominal surroundings in a set or an image. It is a natural operation to select
out pixels that have certain geometric properties, such as corner points, isolated points or border points and
performs template matching.
The Hit or Miss Transformation of A by B is denoted by A B. Here B is a structuring element pair B = (B1,
B2), rather than a single element as before. The hit and miss transformation is defined in terms of these two
structuring elements as
A B = (A Θ B1) ∩ (Ac Θ B2)

(5)

Erosion with B1 determines the location of foreground pixels and erosion of the complement with B2 determines
the location of the background pixels. Performing intersection of these two operations outputs an image which
consists of all locations that match the pixels in B1 (a hit) and that have none of the pixels in B2 (a miss). In this
paper HMT has been used as a building block for complex morphological operators like spur removal, bridge
removal, thinning and minutiae detection.

3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
In this paper we propose a minutiae extraction algorithm which extracts minutiae using the morphological Hit or
Miss Transform. But, as discussed earlier, the success of any minutiae extraction technique depends on the
quality of the input image, the image needs to be enhanced before processing it for minutiae extraction. Given
in figure 3 is the schematic diagram of the proposed technique. The details of the various steps are explained
in the following subsections
3.1

Image Enhancement

The performance of any minutiae detection algorithm relies heavily on the quality of the input fingerprint image.
For a fingerprint image of low quality, a large number of false minutiae are extracted during minutiae extraction.
Hence, it is important to enhance the input fingerprint before performing minutiae extraction to cater to the
following two aspects:
- Noise
- Broken ridges.
A lot of fingerprint enhancement methods based on input image quality have been proposed in the literature [4,
9, 11,12, 20, 23, 32]. We have used the Hong’s algorithm [11] for the enhancement of our input fingerprint
image, which is based on the convolution of the image with Gabor filters tuned to the local ridge orientation and
frequency. Firstly, the image is segmented to extract it from the background. Next, it is normalized so that it
has a prespecified mean and variance. After calculating the local orientation and ridge frequency around each
pixel, the Gabor filter is applied to each pixel location in the image. As a result the filter enhances the ridges
oriented in the direction of local orientation. Hence the filter increases the contrast between the foreground
ridges and the background, while effectively reducing noise [figure 4].
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Raw
fingerprint
image

Image
Enhancement

Thinning

Minutiae extraction
using The Hit or Miss
Transformation

Binarizaion of
the enhanced
image

Morphological
preprocessing of
the binarized
image
Post
processing to
remove false
minutiae

Figure 3 : Block diagram of the proposed Algorithm.
3.2 Binarization
Image binarization converts a 256 gray level image to a binary image (i.e. with only two levels – black and
white[figure 4]. The simplest way to use image binarization is to choose a threshold value, and classify all
pixels with values above this threshold as white, and all other pixels as black. The problem is how to select the
correct threshold. In many cases, finding one threshold compatible to the entire image is very difficult, and in
many cases even impossible. Therefore, adaptive image binarization is needed where an optimal threshold is
chosen for each image area [6]. There are other methods also available for image binarization [17].

Figure 4 : The first row shows the original images. The second shows the enhanced and binarized images
correspondingly.
3.3 Morphological Preprocessing
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After close examination of the binarized image, it can be seen that the misconnections and isolated regions
(dots, holes, islands etc.) in a binary image may introduce a number of spurious minutiae in thinned images.
Therefore some morphological operators are applied to the binarized image as follows:
1. Spur removal
Spurs are short length irregularities in the boundary of the original object. They can be removed by a process
called pruning. The spur operator is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Spur operator.
2. Spurious bridge removal
Some linked parallel valleys may be separated to eliminate spurious bridges(figure 6) in the skeleton image.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6(a) and (b) : Spurious bridges removal.

3. Spurious holes removal .
Spurious holes are regions (figure 7) with an area (number of pixels) below a threshold w1. The threshold
value has to be selected appropriately so that it is not so small that it does not remove the spurious hole and
not so large that it distorts the actual image. These regions are identified and filled so that the subsequent
thinning operation does not produce spurious closed loops.

Figure 7 : Spurious holes removal.

4 Isolated islands removal
Islands (figure 8) are short lines with an area below a threshold w2. Removing these areas eliminates any
spurious dots and islands from the binarized image.
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Figure 8 :

Islands removal

3.4 Thinning
The next step is to thin the processed binary image using the morphological thinning operation. The thinning
algorithm removes pixels from ridges until the ridges are one pixel wide[29]. In this paper, it is related to the hit
or miss transform and can be expressed quite simply in terms of it . The thinning of an image I by a structuring
element J = (J1, J2) is given by :
Thin (I, J) = I - ( I J)
(6)
where, the subtraction is the logical subtraction defined by:
X – Y = X ∩ Not Y

(7)

The operation is repeatedly applied until it causes no further changes to the image(i. e., until convergence).
The structuring element sequence J used by us is shown in figure 9. Structuring elements from (i) to (viii) show
the sequence for J1 and from (ix) to (xvi) show the sequence for J2(complement of J1). The image is thinned
using the structuring element pairs (J1i, J2i ) , i = 1..8 in sequence. Doing so produces a connected skeleton of
the image. The process is repeated in cyclic fashion until the operation produces any further change in the
image (figure 10).

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

(xii)

(xiii)

(xiv)

(xv)

(xvi)

Figure 9 : (i) to (viii) The structuring element sequence J1 = (J11 , J12 , J13 , J14 , J15 , J16 , J17 , J18 ). (ix) to (xvi)
The structuring element sequence J2 = (J21 , J22 , J23 , J24 , J25 , J26 , J27 , J28 ).
3.5 Minutiae Extraction Using HMT
In this step, we shall extract the two basic types of minutiae points (ridge terminations and ridge bifurcations)
from the thinned image obtained from the previous step using the Hit or Miss Transformation. For this purpose,
we have developed structuring elements to for different types of minutiae present in the fingerprint image, to be
utilized by the HMT. Although this computes all the minutiae points, some false minutiae may occur due to
some superfluous information in the thinned image. They are removed in the last step of the algorithm.
However, it can be seen from the final results that the number of false minutiae is lesser as compared to other
techniques as the image is already preprocessed with morphological operators before thinning.
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(a)

©

(b)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 10 : (a), (c) and (e) show the thinned image after applying the thinning operator directly to the
binarized images. (b) ,(d) and (f) show the thinned image after applying the thinning operator to the
corresponding morphologically processed binarized images.
3.5.1 Extracting Ridge Terminations
Ridge endings are those pixels in an image which have only one neighbour in a 3X3 neighbouhood. The
minutiae image M1 containing ridge terminations is given by applying Hit or Miss transform on I by J as follows:
M1 = I J
(8)
where, I is the thinned image and J is the sequence of structuring element pairs ( J1, J2 ) .
Applying eq. 5,
c
I J = (I Θ J1) ∩ (I Θ J2)

(9)

The structuring element sequence J that we have designed for determining endpoints in an image in this paper
is shown in figure 11.The structuring elements have been designed in such a way so as to select all pixels from
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image I that have a single neighbour in a 3X3 neighbourhood and leave all pixels that have more than one
i
i
neighbour. Each of the structuring element pairs (J1 , J2 ) , i = 1..8, is applied in sequence and the collective
output gives the ridge endpoints in the fingerprint image.

(i)

(ii)

(ix)

(x)

(iii)

(xi)

(iv)

(xii)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(xiii)

(xiv)

(xv)

(xvi)

Figure 11 : (i) to (viii) The structuring element sequence J1 = (J11 , J12 , J13 , J14 , J15 , J16 , J17 , J18 ). (ix) to (xvi)
The structuring element sequence J2 = (J21 , J22 , J23 , J24 , J25 , J26 , J27 , J28 ).
3.5.2 Extracting Ridge Bifurcations
Ridge bifurcations are those pixels in an image which have only three neighbours in a 3X3 neighbourhood and
these neighbours are not adjacent to each other. The minutiae image M2 containing ridge terminations is
given by:
M2 = I J
(10)
where, I is the thinned image and J is the sequence of structuring element pairs ( J1, J2 ). Applying eq. 5,
I J = (I Θ J1) ∩ (Ic Θ J2)
(11)
The structuring element sequence J that we have designed for determining endpoints in an image in this paper
is shown in figure 12. Structuring elements from (i) to (viii) show the sequence for J1 and from (ix) to (xvi) show
the sequence for J2(complement of J1). The structuring elements are designed as per an actual bifurcation
point in a fingerprint image, where each pixel has exactly three neighbours which are not next to each other.
Each of the structuring element pairs (J1i, J2i) , i = 1..8, is applied in sequence and the collective output gives
the ridge bifurcations in the fingerprint image.
When the Hit or Miss structuring elements are small, a faster way to compute the HMT is to use a lookup
table [21].

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(ix)

(x)

(xi)

(xii)

(xiii)

(xiv)

(xv)

(viii)

(xvi)

Figure 12 : (i) to (viii) The structuring element sequence J1 = (J11 , J12 , J13 , J14 , J15 , J16 , J17 , J18 ). (ix) to (xvi)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
The structuring element sequence J2 = (J2 , J2 , J2 , J2 , J2 , J2 , J2 , J2 ).
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3.6 Post Processing.
The minutiae set extracted in the previous step contains many false or spurious minutiae. The following simple
post processing steps remove them.
1. If the distance between two bifurcations is less than a threshold T and they are in the same ridge,
remove both of them (merge, bridge, ladder, lake in figure13).
2. If the distance between two terminations is less than a threshold T and the difference between their
angles of orientation is very small, then the two minutiae are regarded as false (break, multiple breaks
in figure 13) and are removed.
If the distance between a bifurcation and a termination is less than a threshold T such that T is the
average inter ridge width , then they are removed( spur, break and merge in the figure).

Break

Multiple breaks
Figure 13:

Spur

Bridge

Merge

Ladder

Break and merge

Lake

Some common false minutiae points (black dots).

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experimental work, we have tested the above algorithm on FVC(2002) fingerprint database. The
database contains 40 different fingers and eight impressions of each finger, which makes it a total of
40X8=320 fingerprints. Minutiae are extracted at four stages from the images as follows and the results are
tabulated.
1). Original raw images.
2). Enhanced and then thinned (repairing broken ridges etc.).
3). Preprocessed thinned images (Removal of spurs, spurious bridges, filling holes etc.).
4). Post processing the minutiae to get rid of the spurious ones.
We have tested the proposed algorithm using two quantity measures namely Sensitivity and Specificity which
indicate the ability of the algorithm to detect the genuine minutiae and remove the false minutiae for fingerprint
image [13]. The performance of the proposed algorithm has been measured based on the missing and the
spurious minutiae after each stage (figure 14).

Missed Minutiae
Ground Truth Minutiae
False Minutiae
Specificit y  1 
Ground Truth Minutiae
Sensitivit y  1 
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Table 1 shows the total number of minutiae together with the number of ridge endings and bifurcations
separately at each stage. It also shows the reduction in ridge endings and bifurcations after each stage. It also
shows the ground truth minutiae in each case. The found truth minutiae have been calculated by manually
inspecting the fingerprint image.

Image

I1

I2

I3

I4

Ground Truth
Minutiae

Stage

Total
minutiae

Ridge
endings

Ridge
bifurcations

Total Red.
(%)
-

End.
Red.
(%)
-

Bif.
Red.
(%)
-

Original

347

201

146

Enhanced

315

180

135

9.2

10.4

7.5

Preprocessed

215

101

114

31.7

43.9

15.6

Post processed

62

38

24

71.1

62.4

78.9

Original

114

75

39

-

-

-

Enhanced

88

56

29

22.8

25.3

25.6

Preprocessed
thinned
Post processed

61

42

19

30.7

25.0

34.5

23

11

12

62.2

73.8

36.8

Original

201

106

95

-

-

-

Enhanced

73

30

43

63.7

71.7

54.7

Preprocessed
thinned
Post processed

54

20

34

26.0

33.3

20.9

22

8

14

57.4

60.0

58.8

Original

360

110

250

-

-

-

Enhanced

121

52

89

66.3

52.7

64.4

Preprocessed
thinned
Post processed

76

24

52

37.2

53.9

41.6

33

14

17

56.6

41.7

67.3

59(36+23)

23(12+11)

23(9+14)

32(13+19)

Table 1 : Total, endings and bifurcations with % reduction in false minutiae after each stage.
Table 2 lists the total, missed and false number of minutiae before and after the post processing stage together
with the sensitivity and specificity values. The high values of sensitivity and specificity in the end, suggest the
effectiveness of the proposed technique. Since our technique works on thinned binarized images, the most
widely used technique applicable to such images in the literature is the crossing number technique. Hence, we
have compared both of them and table 3 shows the comparative results of our technique with the much used
crossing number technique. It can be clearly seen that the results of the proposed algorithm are better at both
before and after post processing stages. This is so because most crossing number techniques rely on
complicated and extensive post processing algorithms to improve their result.
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Image

Before Post processing
Total

Missed

False

After Post processing
Total

Missed

False

Final
Sensitivity
%

Final
Specificity
%

I1

215

1

157

62

1

4

98.3

93.2

I2

61

1

40

23

1

1

95.7

95.7

I3

64

1

43

22

1

0

95.7

100

I4

76

2

45

31

2

1

93.6

96.9

Table 2 : Total, missed and false number of minutiae before and after the post processing stage together
with the sensitivity and specificity in the proposed technique.

Stage

Before Post
processing

After
Post
processing

Image

Proposed Technique
Total

Endings

I1

215

I2

Crossing Number Technique
Total

Endings

101

Bifurcatio
ns
114

589

303

Bifurcatio
ns
286

61

42

19

189

109

80

I3

54

20

34

183

69

114

I4

76

24

52

189

85

104

I1

62

38

24

145

67

78

I2

23

11

12

38

24

14

I3

22

8

14

78

26

52

I4

33

14

17

41

15

26

Table 3 : Total minutiae together with endings and bifurcations before and after the post processing stage in
the proposed as well as the crossing number technique.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed technique depicts the successful usage of the Hit or Miss Transform on thinned fingerprint
images for efficient minutiae extraction. It clearly shows that preprocessing a fingerprint image with
morphological operators before thinning removes superfluous information and extracts a clear and reliable
ridge map structure from the input fingerprint image thereby giving better results in minutiae extraction. This
also reduces a lot of effort in the post processing stage as the number of spurious minutiae is comparatively
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lesser. The high values of Sensitivity and Specificity in the end and the comparative results with the crossing
number technique illustrate the encouraging performance of our method. Our future work would be to consider
fuzzy morphology for minutiae detection.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 14(a), (b), (c) show minutiae on enhanced images I1, I2 and I3 respectively, which have been thinned
but not morphologically preprocessed. (d), (e), (f) show minutiae on enhanced and thinned images I1, I2 and
I3 respectively, which have been morphologically preprocessed. (g), (h) and (i) show the finally post processed
minutiae on images I1, I2 and I3 respectively. In all the images endings are shown as x and bifurcations are
shown as o.
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Abstract

In this paper a recursive algorithm of calculating the discriminant features of the
PCA-LDA procedure is introduced. This algorithm computes the principal
components of a sequence of vectors incrementally without estimating the
covariance matrix (so covariance-free) and at the same time computing the linear
discriminant directions along which the classes are well separated. Two major
techniques are used sequentially in a real time fashion in order to obtain the most
efficient and linearly discriminative components. This procedure is done by
merging the runs of two algorithms based on principal component analysis (PCA)
and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) running sequentially. This algorithm is
applied to face recognition problem. Simulation results on different databases
showed high average success rate of this algorithm compared to PCA and LDA
algorithms. The advantage of the incremental property of this algorithm
compared to the batch PCA-LDA is also shown.
Keywords: Recursive PCA-LDA, principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant
analysis (LDA), face recognition.

1. INTRODUCTION
A large number of face recognition techniques use face representations found by unsupervised
statistical methods. Typically, these methods find a set of basis images and represent faces as a
linear combination of those images. For the same purpose, this paper merges sequentially two
techniques based on principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis.
The first technique is called incremental principal component analysis (IPCA) which is an
incremental version of the popular unsupervised principal component technique. The traditional
PCA algorithm [13] computes eigenvectors and eigenvalues for a sample covariance matrix
derived from a well known given image data matrix, by solving an eigenvalue system problem.
Also, this algorithm requires that the image data matrix be available before solving the problem
(batch method). The incremental principal component method updates the eigenvectors each
time a new image is introduced.
The second technique is called linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [14]. LDA is a data separation
technique. The objective of LDA is to find the directions that will well separate the different
classes of the data once projected upon. The set of human faces is represented as a data matrix
X where each row corresponds to a different human face.
Each image x, represented by a (n,m) matrix of pixels, will be represented by a high dimensional
vector of nxm pixels. Turk and Pentland [22] were among the first who used this representation
for face recognition.
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2-dimensional principal component analysis (2dPCA) [31] was proposed which directly computes
the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix without matrix to vector conversion.
2-dimensional LDA [32,33] computes directly the directions which will separate the classes
without matrix to vector conversion as well.
Higher recognition rate was reported for both cases.
Both of theses algorithms work in batch mode, all the image data must be present a priori.
It should be noted that incremental face recognition systems are studied in [3,7,8,9,10,11,12],
incremental LDA was studied in [1,2,4,5,6,].
While the incremental PCA methods update the eigenspace model (the covariance matrix), the
incremental LDA methods update the fisherspace model (the within class scatter matrix and the
between class scatter matrix). The incremental PCA-LDA updates directly the eigenvectors using
the general eigenvalue problem and the complementary space. It also updates the fisherspace
model based on the projected PCA data and an update of the inverse of the within class scatter
matrix.
The PCA/LDA-based face recognition systems suffer from the scalability problem. To overcome
this limitation, an incremental approach is a natural solution. The main difficulty in developing the
incremental PCA/LDA is to compute covariance matrix and to handle the inverse of the withinclass scatter matrix.
These techniques have been applied to 3D object recognition [17], sign recognition [18], and
autonomous navigation [19] among many other image analysis problems [16,26,27,28]. However,
the batch method no longer satisfies an up coming new trend of computer vision research [20] in
which all 2-d filters are incrementally derived from very long online real-time video stream. Online
development of 2-d filters requires that the system perform while new sensory signals flow in.
When the dimension of the image is high, both the computation and storage complexity grow
dramatically. Thus, the idea of using a real time process becomes very efficient in order to
compute the principal components for observations (faces) arriving sequentially
It should be noted that the incremental PCA-LDA has the following advantages:
1. Low memory demands: No need to store all the images (mainly due to the
incremental structure of the PCA). All you need to store are the
eigenvectors. Given a new image or a new class, the eigenvectors will be
updated using only the stored eigenvectors. From a practical point of view,
there is no need to store any face database (store the unrecognized
eigenvectors) and some image data could not be presently available. It
should be noted that 2dPCA, 2dLDA, and SVD work in batch mode.
2. Low computational complexity: the batch PCA-LDA needs to compute all the
eigenvectors of all the data then gets the first k eigenvectors. The
incremental PCA-LDA operates directly on the first k eigenvectors
(unwanted vectors do not need to be calculated). The processing of
IPCA_LDA is restricted to only the specified number of k directions and not
on all the directions.
3. Better recognition accuracy and less execution time.
4. Updating the inverse of the within class scatter matrix without calculating its
inverse.

2. DERIVATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Given that large number of d-dimensional vectors, u(1); u(2); ... , which are the observations from
a certain given image data, are received sequentially. The class of each image is determined.
Without loss of generality, a fixed estimated mean image  is initialized in the beginning of the
algorithm. It should be noted that a simple way of getting the mean image is to present
sequentially all the images and calculating their mean. At the same time, the mean
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number of data

n j of each class are determined. The mean image can be subtracted from each

vector u(n) in order to obtain a normalization vector of approximately zero mean. Let C =

E u n u T n  be the dxd covariance matrix.
The proposed algorithm takes the number of input images (n), the dimension of the images, and
the number of desired PCA (k) directions as inputs and returns the c-1 LDA vectors (c-1
directions that will well separate the different classes of the data once projected upon.) and the
image coordinates with respect to these vectors as outputs. It works like a linear system that
predicts the next state vector from an input vector and a current state vector. All the components
will be updated from the previous values and from a new input image vector by processing
sequentially the PCA and LDA algorithms. While incremental PCA returns the estimated
eigenvectors as a matrix that represents subspaces of data and the corresponding eigenvalues
as a row vector, incremental LDA searches for the directions where the projections of the input
data vectors are well separated.
The obtained vectors will form a basis which describes the original data set without
loss of information. The face recognition can be done by projecting the input test image onto this
basis and comparing the resulting coordinates with those of the training images in order to find
the nearest appropriate image.
A. Batch PCA-LDA algorithm :
Given [21] the image data Ui,
(Steps 1-4 compute the k PCA eigenvectors. Step 5 computes the projected LDA data on those
eigenvectors. Steps 6-8 compute the LDA directions which separate the data.)
1. Subtract

Yi  U i  

the

sample

mean

from

the

data:

i  1,2,...., n
n

2. Compute the scatter matrix S:

S   Yi Yi T
i 1

3. Compute eigenvectors { v1, v2 …vk } corresponding to the largest k
eigenvalues of S.
4. Let v1, v2 …vk be the columns of eigenvector matrix A= [v1, v2 …vk].
5. The new projected LDA data are:
6. Compute the sample mean

Z

Z i  AT Yi

i  1,2,..., n

of the LDA data and the sample mean

 ZJ of each class.
7. Compute the between class scatter matrix Sb and the within class
scatter matrix Sw.
c

c

S b   ni (  zi   z )( zi   z ) T ;
i 1

8. Solve

Sw  

 (Z

k

  zi )( Z k   zi ) T

i 1 class k

S b w  S w w  [ w1 , w2 ,..., wc 1 ]

B. Incremental PCA equations:
By definition [10], an eigenvector x with a corresponding eigenvalue λ of a covariance matrix C
satisfies:
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. x  C. x

(1)

By replacing in (2) the unknown C with the sample covariance matrix

1 n
u (i ).u T (i ) and

n i 1

using v = λ.x, the following equation is obtained:

1 n
v(n)   u (i ).u T (i ).x(i )
n i 1

(2)

where v(n) is the nth step estimate of v after entering all the n images.
Since λ = ||v|| and x = v/||v||, x(i) is set to v(i-1)/||v(i-1)|| (estimating x(i) according to the given
previous value of v). Equation (2) leads to the following equation:

v ( n) 

1 n
v(i  1)
u (i ).u T (i ).

n i 1
v(i  1)

(3)

Equation (3) can be written in a recursive form:

n 1
1
v(n  1)
v(n  1)  u (n)u T (n)
(4)
n
n
v(n  1)
n 1
1
is the weight for the last estimate and
is the weight for the new data.
n
n
v ( n) 

where

To begin with, Let's set v(0) = u(1), the first direction of data spread. The IPCA algorithm will
give the first estimate of the first principal component v(1) that corresponds to the maximum
eigenvalue:
T
1
v ( 0)

v(1) 

n

u (1)u (1)

v ( 0)

Each time a new image is introduced, the eigenvectors will be updated. They are presented by
the algorithm in a decreasing order with respect to the corresponding eigenvalue (the first
eigenvector will correspond to the largest eigenvalue). The other higher order vectors are
estimated following what Stochastic Gradient Ascent SGA does: Start with a set of
orthonormalized vectors, update them using the suggested iteration step, and recover the
orthogonality using Gram-Schmidt Orthonormalization GSO. For real-time online computation,
avoiding time-consuming GSO is needed. Further, the vectors should be orthogonal to each other
in order to ensure the independency. So, it helps to generate “observations” only in a
complementary space for the computation of the higher order eigenvectors. For example, to
compute the second order vector, first the data is subtracted from its projection on the estimated
first order eigenvector v1(n), as shown in (6):

u 2 (n )  u1 (n)  u1T (n)

v1 (n) v 2 (n)
v1 (n) v 2 (n)

(5)

where u1(n) = u(n). The obtained residual, u2(n), which is in the complementary space of v1(n),
serves as the input data to the iteration step.
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In this way, the orthogonality is always enforced when the convergence is reached, although not
exactly so at early stages. This, in effect, better uses the sample available and avoids the timeconsuming GSO.
After convergence, the vectors will also be enforced to be orthogonal, since they are estimated in
complementary spaces.
C. Incremental LDA equations :

At iterartion k (corresponding to the data U k ) :
Given the projected LDA data Z k  AYk

Z

and the sample mean of class j  zj 

Y

k

class j

nj

A

 (X

k

class j

nj

A

k

class j

nj

 )
 A(  j   )

and the general following formula : ( D  BC ) 1  D 1  D 1 B( I  CD 1 B) 1 CD 1
The update formulas for S w is given by :
S w  S w  ( Z k   kj )( Z k   kj ) T  S w  A(Yk  (  j   ))(Yk  (  j   )) T AT
Using the previous 2 equations the update formula for the inverse of Sw is :
S wi  S wi 

S wi A(Yk  (  j   ))(Yk  (  j   )) T AT S wi
1  (Yk  (  j   )) T AT S wi (Yk  (  j   )) A

Because A is not yet completely specified, the following update matrices will be used :
S w1  S w1  (Yk  (  j   ))(Yk  (  j   )) T
S wi1  S wi1 

S wi1 (Yk  (  j   ))(Yk  (  j   )) T S wi1
1  (Yk  (  j   )) T S wi1 (Yk  (  j   ))

And at the end of the nth iteration:

S w  AS w1 AT
S wi  AS wi1AT
c

Sb 

 n (
i

zi

  z )(  zi   z ) T 

i 1

[ w1 , w 2 ,..., wc1 ]  eigenvectors of ( S wi S b )
It should be noted that the above equations are considered to be a contribution of
this paper
D. Algorithm Summary:
Assume n different images u(n) are given.

 is the sample mean of all the images,  j is the sample mean of each class,
and n j is the number of data of each class.
Combining IPCA and LDA algorithms, the new algorithm can be summarized as follows:
(Input one image at a time. Update the k eigenvectors (v ) according to that image. Update the
fisherspace model based on the projected data and update the inverse of the within class scatter
matrix. Compute the LDA directions (w))
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Initialize Sw to zero elements and Swi to random big numbers.
For i=1:n
img = input image from image data matrix;
u(i) = img;
for j=1:k
if j == i, initialize the eigenvector as:

v j (i )  u (i )

;

else

v j (i ) 

v j (i  1)
i 1
1
v j (i  1)  u (i)u T (i)
i
i
v j (i  1)
T

u (i)  u (i )  u (i ).

;

( vector update)

v j (i) v j (i )
v j (i ) v j (i )
;

(To ensure orthogonality)

end
end

Yi  img   ;
S w1  S w1  (Yk  (  j   ))(Yk  (  j   )) T
S wi1  S wi1 

S wi1 (Yk  (  j   ))(Yk  (  j   )) T S wi1
1  (Yk  (  j   )) T S w1i (Yk  (  j   ))

end

S w  AS w1 AT
S wi  AS wi1AT
c

S b  A(

 n (
i

i

  )(  i   ) T ) AT

i 1

[ w1 , w 2 ,..., wc1 ]  eigenvectors of ( S wi S b )

E . Comparison with PCA-LDA Batch algorithm:
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The major difference between this algorithm and the PCA-LDA batch algorithm [21],[29], is the
sequential flow of input data. Incremental PCA-LDA doesn't need a large memory to store the
whole data matrix that represents the incoming images. Thus in each step, this function deals
with one incoming image in order to update the estimated directions, and the next incoming
image can be stored over the previous one. The first estimated vectors (corresponding to the
largest eigenvalues) in incremental PCA correspond to the vectors that carry the most efficient
information. As a result, the processing of incremental PCA-LDA can be restricted to only a
specified number of first eigenvectors. On the other side, the decision of efficient vectors in PCA
can be done only after calculating all the vectors, so the program will spend a certain time
calculating unwanted vectors. Also, LDA works usually in a batch mode where the extraction of
discriminative components of the input eigenvectors can be done only when these eigenvectors
are present simultaneously at the input. It is very clear that from the time efficiency concern,
incremental PCA-LDA will be more efficient and requires less execution time than batch PCALDA algorithm. It should also be noted that this algorithm has the advantage of updating the
inverse of the within class scatter matrix without calculating its inverse.

3. Experimental Results and Discussions
A. Face recognition Evaluated by Nearest Neighbor Algorithm:
The nearest neighbor algorithm was used to evaluate the face recognition technique. The
following L1 similarity measure (inner product formula) was adopted:

L1   | wtest (i )  wtrain (i )

(6 )

i

It should be noted that the incremental PCA-LDA algorithm will give small size basis, with respect
to the number of training input images. Other similarity measures could have been used and
similar comparative results will be obtained.
Each Face Database was split into two sets. The training set that contains images used to
calculate the discriminative vectors and come up with the appropriate basis. And the test set that
contains images to be tested by the face recognition algorithm in order to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method. The whole set of training images (rows in the image data
matrix) is projected into the basis found in order to calculate the coordinates of each image with
respect to the basis v train . Each new testing image vtest is compared to whole set of training
images vtrain in order to come up with nearest one that corresponds to the minimum L1 in equation
(6). The generalization performance (or % accuracy) is equal to the number of correctly classified
testing images divided by the total number of testing images (multiplied by 100).

B. Face Recognition Performance:
Three popular face databases were used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
PCA-LDA algorithm.
The ORL [23] contains a set of faces taken between April 1992 and April 1994 at the Olivetti
Research Laboratory in Cambridge. It contains 40 distinct persons with 10 images per person.
The images are taken at different time instances, with varying lighting conditions, facial
expressions and facial details (glasses/no-glasses). All persons are in the up-right, frontal
position, with tolerance for some side movement.
The UMIST [24] taken from the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology. It
is a multi-view database, consisting of 575 images of 20 people, each covering a wide range of
poses from profile to frontal views.
The Yale [25] taken from the Yale Center for Computational Vision and Control. It consists of
images from 15 different people, using 11 images from each person, for a total of 165 images.
The images contain variations with following total expressions or configurations: center-light, with
glasses, happy, left-light, without glasses, normal, right-light, sad, sleepy, surprised, and wink.
And the BIOID database [33]. The dataset consists of 1521 gray level images with a resolution of
384x286 pixel. Each one shows the frontal view of a face of one out of 23 different test persons.
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Each image in the ORL database is scaled into (92 × 112), in the UMIST Database is scaled into
(112 × 92), the Yale Database is cropped and scaled into (126 × 152) and the BIOID is cropped
and scaled to (128 x 95)
Figures 1,2, 3, and 4 show a sample of 6 images from all the 4 databases.

Fig. 1. Some sample images of 6 persons in the ORL Database

Fig. 2. Some sample images of 6 persons in the UMIST Database

Fig. 3. Some sample images of 6 persons in the YALE Database
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ORL

Method

40%

PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA
IPCA-LDA

Avg. Time

Max

Min

71.981

10.23

73.75

70.41

66.789

10.27

68.75

65

76.342

7.73

85.67

71.23

78.789

6.21

88.75

74.25

89.796

15.34

90

89.08

89.572

4.89

91.67

89.08

Fig. 4. Some sample images of 6 persons in the BioidDatabase
To start the face recognition experiments, each one of the three databases is randomly
partitioned into a training set and a test set with no overlap between the two. 10 different
partitions were made. A comparison between the average performances, Matlab time in seconds
on our machine Pentium(R) D CPU 3.4 Ghz, the minimum and maximum generalization
performances of these algorithms using the four databases is shown in Table 1 for 40%, 60%
training and 10-fold cross validation. Figure5 shows examples from all the databases of both
successful (the first 4 faces) and failed recognized images.

Fig. 5: Examples of both successful and failed recognized images.
Table1 shows for all the databases, the average (over 10 runs), the minimum, the maximum
generalization performance, and the time (in sec) for 40%,60%, and 10-fold cross validation of
the training database.
2-d PCA and 2-d LDA can be considered as 2-d filters which operate directly on the 2-d image.
Table1: Comparisons between time and generalization performances for the 4 databases

60%

10-fold

PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA
IPCA-LDA
PCA

72.25

11.77

77.51

70

86.808

11.36

88.12

83.73

89.9

8.88

92.65

71.45

91.72

7.98

95.62

76.87

92.187

14.92

95.5

90

92.062

5.57

95.5

90

82.823

13.77

86.98

80
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LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA

86

13.67

88.75

70

89.67

10.92

92.35

82.23

92.45

9.11

95.65

85.65

PCA-LDA

95

95.54

91.25

IPCA-LDA

95.825

96.5

93.75

CV

18.80
7.92

UMIST

40%

60%

10-fold
CV

YALE

40%

60%

10-fold

CV

Method
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA
IPCALDA
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA
IPCALDA
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA

Avg. Time

Max

Min

64.281

6.23

79.52

45.71

60.614

6.27

69.52

45.23

66.76

4.73

80.52

47.65

68.87

4.21

82.78

53.37

70.595

8.34

81.52

55.23

71.35

4.11

80.52

56.21

65.934

7.01

79.33

54

60.932

7.07

73.33

50

70.76

4.98

82.76

62.33

74.21

4.67

84.25

55.21

74.236

8.89

85.71

61.33

74.236

4.23

85.71

61.33

67.778

8.11

78.89

35.56

65.891

8.09

77.78

30

68.67

5.98

82.23

35.56

69.23

5.01

80.23

30

85.78

30

87.78

30

70.67

9.23
4.98

IPCALDA

72.576

BIOID

40%

60%

10-fold
CV

Method

Avg. Time Max Min

PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA
IPCA-LDA
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA
IPCA-LDA
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA

53.088

12.34

53.622

12.44

57.5

50

61.25

8.65

68.87

52.25

63.77

6.21

69.22

51.23

63.655

16.78

69.5

60.33

64.155

5.57

69.5

60.41

74.935

13.04

77.5

71.87

56.185

13.01

63.12

52.5

76.94

8.33

78.87

72.54

64.31

6.57

66.56

56.70

64.31

17.89

66.87

62.5

64.81

6.01

67.5

62.5

75.25

14.89

80

71.25

73.5

14.73

77.5

70

80.67

11.56

82.23

73.34

82.57

10.87

87.25

71.23

83.5

19.11

87.5

80

IPCA-LDA

83.5

9.11

87.5

80

Method

Avg. Time

56.25

50.83

Max

Min

PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA
IPCA-LDA
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA
IPCA-LDA
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
PCA-LDA

60.671

18.67

66.59

54.27

63.178

18.54

67.89

60.11

71.576

12.33

78.11

62.37

73.89

9.21

79.78

61.65

74.123

26.80

79.25

68.55

75.01

8.57

79.5

69.64

62.34

19.04

66.11

59.12

64.879

19.01

73.12

60.76

67.11

13.56

77.28

62.33

70.11

10.11

78.98

67.12

71.12

27.96

76.13

67.34

72.45

9.23

77.67

68.5

74.78

20.76

81.23

70.87

76.11

20.64

82.88

72.31

80.67

14.21

83.76

70.45

82.57

11.66

88.66

80.78

85.5

29.22

89.88

82.7

IPCA-LDA

86.67

11.01
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It should be noted that the incremental PCA-LDA has slightly higher performance
than the batch PCA-LDA. This is due to the fact that the first estimated vectors
(corresponding to the largest eigenvalues) in incremental PCA-LDA correspond to
the vectors that carry the “most” efficient discriminant vectors. The incremental PCALDA concentrates first from the whole data on getting the first eigenvector and then
projects to it the data in order to get the LDA vectors. So there is a correlation
between the first eigenvector (independent of the other eigenvectors) and the LDA
data.This is true for the second, the third, till the kth eigenvector. On the other hand
the batch PCA-LDA gets first all the eigenvectors and then projects the data.
For our experiments, the number of PCA eigenvectors used for both algorithms are
the number of different classes (c) and eventually the number of the LDA features
are c-1 (which is the maximum number of possible features). Our experiments show
that as you increase the number of features, the recognition performance increases
as well. For example for the Yale database there are 15 different persons (c=15),
for the UMIST database there are 20 classes (c=20).
The performance of the incremental PCA-LDA was also assessed using 2 types of
error: The false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR). For all the
databases 4 different persons are considered as imposters and the training is done
using 80 % of the other persons. It should be noted that these 2 measures are ratios
(no unit of measure is given).The following results were obtained:
It should be noted that Table1 and Table2 compares incremental PCA-LDA to 4
related algorithms: PCA, LDA, 2-d PCA, 2-d LDA, and batch PCA_LDA. This
comparison is done in Table1 using the recognition performance (Average,
minimum, and maximum) for different training sizes and the time in seconds of each
algorithm. Table 2 assesses the performance of these algorithms using the FAR
and the FRR measures.

Table2: FAR and FRR for the 4 databases.

ORL
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
Batch PCA-LDA
I PCA-LDA

FAR

FRR

0.103

0.0388

0.0811

0.0166

0.065

0.0145

0.045

0.0134

0.029

0.0130

0.027

0.0122

UMIST
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
Batch PCA-LDA
IPCA-LDA
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FAR

FRR

0.381

0.122

0.211

0.201

0.178

0.145

0.158

0.107

0.156

0.106

0.123

0.102
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YALE
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
Batch PCA-LDA
I PCA-LDA

FAR

FRR

0.561

0.478

0.478

0.321

0.356

0.287

0.301

0.245

0.311

0.234

0.247

0.189

BIOID
PCA
LDA
2-d PCA
2-d LDA
Batch PCA-LDA
I PCA-LDA

FAR

FRR

0.336

0.178

0.234

0.189

0.167

0.11

0.132

0.107

0.133

0.108

0.124

0.105

As stated before, LDA has the supervised property over PCA. It uses the class
labels in order to get the optimum directions which separates the data. As the tables
show the performances of LDA is not always better than PCA. This is due mainly to
the size of the training set. In the non representative (small) training set PCA
outperforms LDA. In that case, the PCA vectors are better than the LDA vectors. To
overcome this problem is to use the two-stage feature extraction method PCA
followed by LDA. The tables show that Batch PCA-LDA and incremental PCA_LDA
outperforms the PCA and LDA algorithms in %generalization (better generalization
performances) and in the FAR and the FRR (less number of false acceptances and
less number of false rejections).It should be noted that other mixed techniques exist
in the literature. For example in [1] incremental PCA – ICA was used to transform
the principle components to independent directions irrespective of the class label
(unsupervised property vs. the supervised property of the LDA). Another example
the PCA-support vectors uses kernel PCA and solving a quadratic optimization
problem (batch mode vs. the incremental mode of this paper).

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a recursive algorithm of calculating the discriminant features of the
PCA-LDA procedure is introduced. The method concentrates on a challenging issue
of computing discriminating vectors from an incrementally arriving high-dimensional
data stream without computing the corresponding covariance matrix and without
knowing the data in advance. Because real-time face identification is necessary in
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most practical applications, this proposed method can process face images
(including training and identifying) in high speed and obtain good results. Its
effectiveness and good performance has been proven by experiments.
The proposed incremental PCA-LDA algorithm is very efficient in memory usage
(only one input image is needed at every step). And it is very efficient in the
calculation of the first basis vectors (unwanted vectors do not need to be calculated).
In addition to these advantages, this algorithm gives an acceptable face recognition
success rate in comparison with very famous face recognition algorithms such as
the PCA and LDA. Even though this algorithm gave similar results to the batch PCALDA, it has the advantage of its simple updates of all the parameters when
introducing new image in the training set. Batch PCA-LDA need to use all the
training images to recalculate the new basis.
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